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Explorations in the 
Deictic Fiel& 

by William F. Hanks
 

This paper focuses on the ways in which speakers make refer· 
ence to themselves, to one another, and to objects in the every· 
day settings of talk. Drawing on research in linguisllc anthropol
ogy, sociology, and linguistics, it proposes an approach to 
language based on the concepts of communicative practice, deic
tic field, and socially constituted objects of reference. Found in 
all buman languages, deictics are expressions like English "this," 
"that," "here," and "there" whose meanings depend strictly on 
the occasions of their use. This paper critically examines current 
approaches to deixis, proposes an alternative framework based on 
the sociological concept of field, and applies this framework to 
deicti<: practice in Yucatec Maya. Drawing on the work of 
Buhler, Goffman, and Bourdieu, it adapts the field concept to the 
semiotic structure of deixis. The result is an analysis of deictic 
practice :lS an emergent construal of socially embedded deictic 
fields involving practical equivalences, counterpart relations 
among objects, and rules of thumb. 
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Actors engage in verbally mediated interaction under 
specific social conditions that both constrain and enable 
their abilities to relate to one another and to the world 
around them. These conditions are commonly treated in 
the literature under the rubric of IIcontext," a term that 
covers phenomena as varied as the immediate interper
sonal setting of face-to-face interaction, the spatial, ide
ological, or historical surround, speech communities, 
language markets, and discursive formations. One ob
jective of this paper is to rethink the relation between 
language and context through the lens of practice and 
thereby provide an analytic framework capable of inte
grating the two while overcoming the debilitating di
chotomy between local and large-scale contexts. Deixis 
occupies a central place in the study of context because 
it is the single most obvious way in which the speech 
setting is embedded in language structure itself. Al
though there are various definitions of the term, "deixis" 
as used here designates referring expressions such as 
"this,ll II that," "here," II there," 1/ no\v, II "then," "I," 
"we," and u you," joined, where appropriate, to bodily 
postures, gestures, and gaze. Such expressions occur in 
all human languages and have a number of interesting 
features that set them apart from other communicative 
resources, verbal and nonverbal alike. For present pur
poses what concerns us is the immediate linkage of 
deixis to elementary social relations of speaker, ad
dressee, and object and the phenomenal context of ut
terance. To a large extent, these relations undergird our 
sense of copresence, of the givenness of objects, and of 
the immediacy of the spatial-temporal world in which 
speech takes place. If language is basic to human soci
ality, deixis is basic to language in its capacity to con
stitute both subjects and objects. 

To study language as practice is to focus on how actual 
people (individuals and groups' engage in speech, writing, 
and other media. It is important from the outset to em
phasize that practice is not merely another term for what 
people do understood in isolation from what they say or 
think they do. Rather, a practice approach to language 
focuses precisely on the relations between verbal action, 
linguistic and other semiotic systems, and the common
sense ideas that speakers have about language and the 
social world of which it is a part. It implies units of 
analysis distinct from those of other approaches. There 
is a substantial literature dealing with these and various 
other aspects of linguistic practice, including discourse 
genres, linguistic markets, symbolic capital, language 
ideologies, habitus, and field. In this paper I am con
cerned primarily with field as it pertains to verbal deixis. 
The special interest of habitus and field for a theory of 
deixis and therefore of communicative practice is that 
both concepts crosscut received divisions between in
dividuals and groups, mental and bodily aspects of lan
guage, and agent positions and the encompassing IIspace 
of positions" in which they are defined. They are terms 
in a sociology of large-scale formations, and yet they are 

providing written comments on the last versions, and prodUcing 
the figures. 
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precisely applicable to local aspects of communicative 
practice, including speakers, objects, and the co-engage
ments they sustain. 

In what follows, I will explore the deictic field first as 
a theoretical construct, contrasting it with other} more 
familiar kinds of social field. This will lead to discussion 
of deictic referring as a kind of linguistic practice and 
then to contrasting background pictures that inform con
temporary research on the topic. In the second pan of 
the paper I will explore the field of deixis in one language, 
Yucatec Maya. While the facts of Yucatec are in many 
ways particular, they are illustrative of general phenom
ena that any theory of the deictic field must take into 
account. For the same reason, they are pointedly relevant 
to the description of social practice beyond deixis. 

Toward a Practice Approach to Language 

CONTEXT AS SOCIAL FIELD 

My approach to deictie practice relies centrally on the 
field concept, which in turn derives from three overlap
ping sources. The first of these is the standard linguistic 
sense of a semantic field, which denotes any structured 
set of terms that jointly subdivide a coherent space of 
meaning. Thus, for instance} the expressions in any lan
guage that designate color categories, kin types} or eth
nobotanical types may be treated as a semantic field in
sofar as they define a space of oppositions linked to 

contrasting linguistic forms, such as white *- black *
red, father *- mother *- grandfather '* grandmother, tree 
*- shrub '* grass, and so on. The central insight here is 
that the meaning of any individual item derives from its 
contrast with other items in the same domain. In the 
case of deixis, the value of a term like IIhere" depends 
upon its contrasts with other related terms including 
IItherc," "this/' and so on. 

The second usage of "field" was introduced by Buhler 
(1990[19341), who defined speech context in terms of two 
interlocking fields: (II the Symbolfeld (symbolic field), 
made up of words} other signs, and the concepts they 
represent, and (2) the Zeigfeld (demonstrative fieldl, the 
experiential present of utterance production, which he 
labeled "Here Now 1." Like a traditional semantic field, 
the Zeigfeld is grounded at least partly in oppositions 
among linguistic forms, hence Buhler's choice of the 
deictics to summarize it. But it is also based on (in
ter)subjective context} understood in terms of speakers} 
perception, attention focus, bodily orientation} and ges
tures. From this viewpoint, the basic function of deixis 
in any language is to orient the subjective attention of 
the interactanrs} who are, in turn, presumed to be in "the 
natural attitude/' that is, wide awake} with a sense of 
their own bodies, integrating sensory data from vision} 
hearing, and touch. Hence deixis provides a basic system 
of coordinates, and to explain the meaning of an utter
ance such as IIThere goes Jack" we must give an account 
of the semantics of the expressions plus the orienting 
function of the actual utterance in situ, 

The third source is social practice theory} in which the 
concept of field is both more abstract and more encom
passing than either the semantic or phenomenological 
usages. According to Bourdieu (1985, '990, 199IQI, a field 
is a space of positions and position takings in which 
agents (individual or collective) engage and through 
which various forms of value or IIcapital/l circulate. 
Fields in this sense are defined by relations of power, 
domination} conflict} and collusion among the players. 
Writing about cultural production, Bourdieu (1993:r63) 
emphasizes that any field is an lIindependent universe/! 
with its own logic and history, in which specific beliefs, 
positions, modes of engagement} and relations of force 
and conflict are played out? For our purposes} a discur
sive or communicative field can be thought of as a dis
tinctive kind of context in which practice is embedded. 
In a field, in contrast to most contexts, individuals have 
trajectories} careers occupying certain (sequences of) po· 
sitions. Furthermore} viewed from outside, any field has 
a boundary that is usually contested but that sets it apart 
from other fields and limits agents' access to positions 
and forms of value.J More precisely} in any social field 
there are boundary processes that constrain who can en
gage in different positions and which moves can be made 
and which not. It is not that all fields have clear} stable 
boundaries but that the problem of limits is endogenous 
to any field and must figure in our description. Viewed 
from inside, agents' access to positions and trajectories 
is analogously limited by their differential power, cre
dentials} and other factors that contribute to the speci
ficity of the whole. Ultimately, "field/! is a descriptive 
term whose value depends on the specificity and perti
nence of the analysis it makes possible. Bourdieu has 
used it insightfully in analyzing academic (1988), reli
gious (1991a), juridicallI987L bureaucratic (I994L polit
ical(1991b:chap, 8), literary (19961, and scientific [19751 
fields as well as the field of cultural production (19931,' 

The examples just cited have in common that they 
illustrate relatively institutionalized fields in which de
terminate economic, corporate} legislative} legal, eccle
siastical, educational, or media structures are at play. 
Discourse production could be traced through any of 
these and perhaps shown to playa constitutive role in 
their specific functioning. The capacity to produce cer
tain kinds of discourse may be a form of social capital 

2. This is best understood as designating a parameter on which 
fields differ, with some being highly independent, which Bourdieu 
called "autonomous," and others (partly) shaped by the effects of 
some other field, which he called "heteronomous." 
3. The stipulation here is not that any field must have a clearly 
demarcated boundary but that it must be possible to invoke or 
enforce a boundary. Thus degrees and certifications restrict access 
to the fields of medical practice or academia, but more subtle ex
amples are provided by scenarios such as pick-up sports at a public 
park, where a stranger may have trouble "breaking in" to the game, 
or the kin- and residence-based limits on access to domestic fields. 
Even with qualifications, this boundary condition is simply lacking 
in the traditional concept of the Zeigfeld. 
4. See the domestic and agricultural fields of Maya households 
(Hanks 1990), the field of shamanic practice (Hanks 1984b, 1990, 
1996a), and the field of missionary practice in sixteenth-century 
Yucatan IHanks 1986, 198), 1988, 1996b, 2000), 



and contribute to power or authority, just as access to 

ccrtain positions may require mastery of the kinds of 
discourse they require. But the study of linguistic prac
tice cannot be limited to fields with such robust insti
tutional scaffolding and clear codification. The aim is to 
rethink language itself and its social embedding through 
the lens of practice, and for that we must consider dif
ferent kinds of fields. 

DEIXIS: FIELD AND EM.BEDDING 

I wIiI argue that linguistic expressions like IIhere" and 
"there," "this" and "that," and uI, yOll, we, they" are 
pan of a single field that I will eall the deletle field. As 
I use the term, the deictic field is composed of II) the 
positions of communicative agents relative to the par
ticipant frameworks thcy occupy (that is, who occupies 
the positions of speaker [Sprj, addressee [Adrj, and others 
as defined by the language and the communicative prac
tices of its speakers!, (2J the positions occupied by objects 
of reference, and l3J the multiple dimensions whereby 
the former have access to the latter. To perform an act 
of deictic reference is to take up a position in the deictic 
field. Likewise, to be the object of reference is to be thrust 
into a position. The result is a social relation among 
agents and objects that has much in common with that 
in Buhler's approach but differs from it in twO important 
ways. First, Buhler made clear that the Zeigfeld com
bined with the Symbolfeld, but he made no attempt to 
combine it in any principled way with broader social 
fields apart from language, whereas a practice approach 
foregrounds the embedding of language in social fields. 
Second, Buhler's focus on psychology led him to privilege 
the individual subject and face-to-face communication 
in a way that the present approach does not. The COntrast 
is that the Zeig{eld is a strictly local construct, tied to 
the moment of utterance, whereas a social field is limited 
neither to the place nor to the time of uttcrance.5 

The deictic field also differs from more standard so
ciological fields. Much of language, including deixis, is 
relatively arbitrary, "known" in a mostly tacit way, op
erative in nearly all institutions and fields regardless of 
their basis, subject to appropriation by individuals, and 
effectively beyond the control of any regulatory body. 
Second, unless we introduce further concepts, there is 
no necessary role for power in the deictic field, nor do 
any of its positions invariantly imply that the occupant 
is dominant or dominated. The deictic field is not 
bounded in the same sense as are, for examplc, the lit
erary, political, and artistic fields. It may be that in some 
settings effective agents in deictic practice accumulate 
value JUSt as the Spr position may be dominant and the 
Object position subordinatc. However, these are added 
specifications motivated not by deixis as such but by the 
other social fields In which it may be embedded. Through 

). Occupancy of positions in a field is:l diachronic process that can 
be viewed through the lens of localism, but the field itself is a 
broader space of positions and position takings rather than a radial 
structure organized around [he actor. 
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embedding, social relations of power, boundedness, con
flict, and value are merged with the deictic field. These 
cOntraSts might be taken to indicate that the deictic field 
is not a field at all in the relevant sense but something 
hetterdescribed as a situation. My claim is that it is more 
than a situation. 

In his classic paper "The Neglected Situation," GoH
man defined a "social situation as an environment of 
mutual monitoring possibilities, anywhere within which 
an individual will find himself accessible to the naked 
senses of all others who are 'present' and similarly find 
them accessible to him" 11972:63). Any social phenom
enon is II situated" to the extent that it emerges in a field 
of copresence, itself based on the mutual orientations 
!sensory, cognitive, affective) among copresent individ
uals. Like Buhler's Zeigfeld, the situation turns ulti
mately on the perceptual and cognitive orientations of 
copresent actors in the natural attitude. Where the twO 
concepts differ, of course, is that the Zeigfeld is a se
miotic (psycholinguisticJ system whose origo is the 
IIHerc Now I," whereas Goffman's situation is meant to 
be independent of language and logically prior to any 
instance of its use. It is, as it were, the constitutive out· 
side of speaking, given by nature and the monitoring 
capacity of the senses. 

Under this definition, speech is situated in two senses. 
First, preexisting words, signs, and categories are instan
tiated in the act of enunciation, which has a grammatical 
Structure. If a speaker says, IILeave the box over there," 
for instance, each of the five words and their combina
tion in the sentence are situated simply by virtue of hav
ing been spoken. But they arc IImerely Situated," since 
they instantiate grammatical types that preexist any in
dividual utterance. By contrast, other aspects of utter
ance production and deixis are situated in a stronger 
sense, which we might call1linherently situated." This 
would include inter alia the mutual adjustments bc
tween interactants, the highly particular inferences that 
arise in conversational contexts, and the specific objects 
denoted by deictics in situ. We call these inherently sit
uated because they are nonce, one-time productions, not 
mere instances of preexisting types. 

The deictic field is therefore similar to GoHman's "sit
uation" in that it organizes copresence and the kinds of 
emergent access (perceptual or other) that interactants 
have to one another and to the setting. Both involve the 
acting body, perceived and perceiving. It is unlike the 
si tuation but like the Zeigfeld in that it orients attention, 
effectively converting sheer copresence into a social act 
of individuated referring. This conversion may involve 
memory and anticipation, as Buhler noted, as well as 
relations of possession and habitual engagement be
tween participants and objects, which he failed to note. 
Furthermore, the parameters that make up the deictic 
field vary cross-linguistically.6 In short, compared with 

6. There has been a wave of new literature on deixis in previously 
understudied languages, much of it done by scholars associated 
with the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics {see, e.g., Van 
Geenhoven and Warner 1999, Senft and Smits 1000i see also Bickel 
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a situation, the deictic field has more structural coher
ence, a wider temporal diameter, and greater variability 
across languages. Compared with the Zeigfeld it is a so
cial formation, not a phenomenological one, dependent 
not upon the "natural attitude II but upon the space of 
positions and position takings. There is a logical pro
gression in the three units: Copresent subjects in the 
situation become participants with roles in the Zeigfeld, 
and these in turn become social positions in the embed
ded deictic field. Thus a situation belongs to the sphere 
of interpersonal activity, a Zeigfeld relates activity to 
language structure, and a deictic field relates a Zeigjeld 
to a broader social world. This world includes native 
speakers' common sense about their own language and 
verbal practices, something absent from both the situa
tion and the Zeigfeld.' 

The dcictic field also contraSts with other social fields 
because of its ubiquity: whereas other Aelds are more or 
less restricted as spheres of social life, deictic reference 
takes place in every field in which agems communicate 
with language. To be surc, usc of indexicals may differ 
systematically according to the social field and genres 
111 which speech occurs. This variability follows from 
the fact that indexlcality is a general semiotic resource 
that can be adapted to different circumstances and still 
subserve situated reference. Therefore, the relative im
portance of space, perception, subjectivity, or even "ori
entation" will also vary according to the social circum
stance in which the field is actualized. As we will see, 
this variability poses severe problems for any account of 
deixis that relies on a single invariant set of features. 

Deixis as a general semiotic resource articulates with 
broader social fields through what I will call "embed
ding." Embedding converts abstract pOSitions like Spr, 
Adr, Object, and the lived space of utterances into sites 
[Q which power, conflict, controlled access, and the other 
features of the social fields attach. The distinctions be
tween "here" and "there" or "1" and Uyou" may be pan 
of a general deictic field, but when the "here l/ is a court
room, the Spr a judge, the Adr a jury, and the Object a 
defendant, then the judicial field brings its full weighr 
to bear on the deictic field. We will say that the deictic 
field is embedded in the judicial field. As a consequence, 
the space of positions defined by deixis is invested with 
much more specific values and relationships whose in
terpretation turns not on deixis bm on the judicial field. 
If the judge later addresses a friend using the same deictic 
expressions as in addressing the jury, the deictic field is 
no longer embedded in the same way and the positions 
carry different values. This apparent variability follows 
from the fact that deixis is a SCOliotic code whose "design 

1997; Bohnemeycr 1998; Burenhult n.d.; Enfield l003ab, Haviland 
1993, 1996; Kita 2003; Levinson 1003; Senft 2001; Wilkins 1999; 
and also Dicssel 1999, Himme1mann (996). 
7. For Coffman, commonsense framing and typifications would be
come significant not in constitutmg the situation but in defining 
more structured phenomena such as face l I 9671 and fOOling (1983). 
Like the deictic field, these are rich in SCOliotic structure :md or 
subject to commentary, evaluation, and typification by native 
speakers. 

features" make it maximally flexible for use across fields: 
the relative absence of descriptive information in deic
tics, their near ubiquity in practice, and their relation [Q 

partiCipant frameworks makes them an excellent re
source through which to articulate the frame of reference 
with other social fields. To use Bourdieu's terms, the 
semiotic structure of verbal deixis is a relatively auton
omous aspect of the field, whereas embedding brings 
with it the heteronomous effects of values from Other 
fields. It may be that some varieties of deixis are co
constructed by words and bodily expressions, as Good
win (1994) showed of "co-elaborating" speech and ges
tures in workplace exchanges. Yet, even as co-articulated 
signs, they are relatively autonomous in respect of social 
fields. The specifically linguistic systems of deixis in
herit the relative autonomy of all grammatical systems. 
The deictic field is more than mere context, then, un
derstood as an external surround in which an utterance 
happens to occur. Through embedding, the meaning and 
force of deictic expressions are actually reshaped by the 
field to which they articulate. 

THE. SEMIOTIC SPECIFICITY OF DE.IXIS 

In order to appreciatc the dynamic variability of embed
ding, we need a more precise understanding of deixis, 
which includes, as stated above, pronouns le.g,. English 
"I," "you," "we," "he," "she," "they"), demonstratives 
("this," "that," "those"J, and spatial ("here," IIthere"J, 
temporal (" now," " then"l, and various other adverbs 
(Hanks I984a, I990; Levinson 1983, 2003; d. Enfield 
2003b). All of these are what Sacks 119921 called "indi· 
cator terms" and what linguists and philosophers vari
ously call "indexicals" (Morris 1946, Peirce 1955, Eco, 
Santambragio, and Violi I988, Husser! 1978, Benveniste 
1974; cf. Searle 1969), "shifters"lJespersen '9651'9241, 
Jakobson 1971[19571. Silverstein 1976}, or, as here, "deic
tics" (Fillmore 1997, Levinson 2003, Hanks 1990J. Re· 
search over the past few decades has shown that all lan
guages have such expressions, and yet there is significant 
cross-linguistic variation in the kinds of distinctions en
coded in different languages. 

Verbal deictics have in common a set of features which 
distinguish them from other linguistiC resources for in· 
dividuated reference. The first is that they are typically 
used for singular, definite reference to objects (persons, 
places, objects, times, actions, etc. I. An utterance form 
such as "This is Bob," or "You wait here and I'll be over 
there" would typically be used to make reference to in
dividuals IBob, the Adr, the Spr, ,he ,wo placesl. The fact 
of referentiality distinguishes these forms from nonre· 
ferring indexicals such as regional or other accents, 
speech levels, or stylistic variants. All of these may index 
features of context, but they do so without shifting the 
reference. Second, deictics can usually be lexically ex
panded with further descriptors that characterize the ob
ject. Hence one could say simply "this" or "this old table 
with the broken leg," II this book of yours," "here" or 
"here in the East Bay," "you" or "you my friend," and 
so on. For some deictics, especially the adverbial ones, 



the referential scope of the expression varies according 
to context: IIhere" may refer to a point on the Spr's own 
nose, the room, the house, the neighborhood, or the 
COlITIUY where it is said. Similar extensions apply to 
"there," "now," "then," and others. Finally, while both 
mdexicality and gesture arc pervasive in language, ref
erential deictics are unique in joining the two system
atically. 

Standard approaches relate deictics to the physical or 
perceptual situation of utterance, but such uses are only 
pan of the story. They are what some linguists have 
called "exophoric/' as in "That one's mine" spoken in 
reference to a coffee cup on a table. By contrast, "en
dophoric" uses are ones in which the object need not be 
physically present but has been mentioned in prior 
speech, as in "That guy is my nephew," where the guy 
is nowhere on the scene but has just been mentioned by 
the Adr. Because deixis and prior discourse combine to 

determine the obJect, Buhler considered anaphora to be 
a blcnd of thc Symbolfeld (what is already represented 
in prior discourse) and the Zeigfeld (what is given in the 
situation I. Such blending is at play in many exophoric 
uses as weIll in which the determination of the object 
of the deictic depends upon the cooperation of the Zeig
feld with prior discourse, memory, commonsense 
knowledge, and other features of the social setting. 

Particularly in their exophoric uses, deictics also have 
a directive force, often expressed in co-articulated ges
tures. Imagine the utterance "There he goes right over 
there! (Point)" spoken in reference to a runaway dog 
streaking across a field. The underscored deictic docs 
more than merely individuate the place at which the dog 
is running: along with the gesture, it directs the Adr to 
attend to the event. In this sense, it conveys as much as 
"Look over there!" and the uptake on the part of the Adr 
is typically an act of shifting attention focus to the object. 
As noted by Peirce iI9551 and Buhler (19901, there are 
traces of directivity in all deictics, although they are not 
all of the same salience or strength (Hanks 19901. 

Another kind of blend of deictic and symbolic ele· 
ments arises in reported speech. For example, "I'll be 
here with you" becomes "Bill said he'd be there with 
me." In the expressions 1I1'1! be at home" versus /lBilI 
said he'd be at home/' "at home" remains the same in 
direct utterance and in the indirect report of it. By con
trast, the dcictics "I," "here/' l'yoU/l in the first pair shift 
in repon to "he," "there," "me." If a speaker chooses to 
use a verbatim quote of a deictic utterance, the result is 
different again: "I'll be here with you" becomes /lEric 
said, 'I'll be here with you.' " What is special about the 
verbatim quote is that the deictics are interpreted nOt 
relative to the situation in which the quote is produced 
but relative to the original situation. In effect, the terms 
"I," "here" are anaphoric to the prior reference to Eric. 

1£ deictics typically contribute to acts of singular def
inite referring, it is nOt because they describe their ob
jects in any way. On the contrary, they seem to signify 
whatever they paint at 111 a gIven situation so that "now" 
can be used indifferently for any moment, day or night, 
long or shon, "here" can denote wherever it is uttered, 
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'T' is whoever says "I," and so on. This covariation be
twecn the meaning of the form and the occasion of its 
use is the hallmark of indexicality in all its guises. It is 
due to what Peirce called the "dynamical (including spa
tial) connection [of the deictic forml both with the in
dividual object, on the one hand, and with the senses or 
memory of the person for whom it serves as sign, on the 
other" (1955:107). 

As a result of this covariation, it is impossible to define 
the usage constraints on deictics in terms of features 
their objects must share the way we might for terms like 
"table" or "chair."s There is no property of II thisness," 
"hcreness," or any other deictic that must be shared by 
all the objects it can be properly used to denote. In light 
of their formidablc generality, Sacks (1992:520) called 
them "altogether 'abstract'. capable of invoking the 
sheer fact of the setting." Here Sacks trades on a dis
tinction between symbolic representation and utterance 
setting, treating the latter much as Goffman would treat 
"situation."'" Symbolic representation corresponds in 
Sacks's lecture to "formulating," by which he means 
description and categorization. For example, the state
ment "ThIS is a required seminar" spoken at the first 
meeting performs a categorization of what is going on 
in the setting of the utterance. The statement formulates 
the setting as of such-and-such a kind, JUSt as it might 
formulate or describe some other setting, as in /I Amhro 
240 is a seminar." By going on to say, "I am Professor 
Quigley," the Spr would formulate an identity in terms 
of the category "professor" plus the proper name. By con
trast, if the Spr were simply to say, "Here we are," the 
setting would not be formulated as a seminar or the Spr 
as professor. The difference is that IIhere" and "we" are 
indicators that, in Sacks's terms, invoke the setting but 
in no way formulate it. 

The distinction between indicators and formulators is 
a familiar one for any student of the literature on index
icality. At least since Morris 119461, philosophers have 
tended to treat indexicals as lacking any descriptive in
formation and therefore semantically minimal (d. Searle 
1969, Levinson 2003). Yet the flip side of abstractness 
and variation is the highly regular way in which deictics 
covary. "Here" may be wherever you utter it, but that 
is already a powerful constraint: "here" must be Ipan of! 
a speech setting. Anyone can be an III/' but only by en
gaging in speech. Paradoxically, deictics are among the 
preferred resources for singular, definite reference to spe
cific objects, yet they provide virtually no identifying 
information as to the objects picked out. How does an 
Adr to whom a deictic utterance is directed ever find the 
referent? The standard answer is that individuation pro

8. In some languages, deictics do encode features of objects, but 
these are general classifying features such as shape, orientation, or 
number. The point that these expressions arc semantically lean 
remains valid. 
9. One quahfication is in order here: Sacks's setting has an emerging 
relevancy structure, whereas Goffman's situation is an cthologi
cally natural zone of potential monitoring prior to the imposition 
of any relevancy structure. 
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cceds on the basis of "context," but this answer is only 
as good as the theory of context that backs it. 

TWO BACKGROUND PICTURES: SPATIA LIST AND 

INTERACTIVE 

In the foregoing remarks there are hints of what I will 
treat as two different background pictures of utterance 
context and particularly of deixis. These are usually 
tacit, schematic conceptions l not precise theories or hy
potheses about which convincing evidence can be easily 
adduced. The first picture is what I will call "spatialist," 
according to which deictic acts take place when the Spr

l 

the Adr, and the Object are physically copresent and per
ceptible. The deictic utterance directs the Adr's atten
tion to a particular zone of the broader sphere of percep
tual accessibility, not unlike a pointing gesture (which 
may mdeed be pan of the utterancel. 

For words such as "here" and IIthis," that zone is what 
IS close at hand to the Spr. For "there" and " that/' things 
are less clear, but on the whole it is outside or removed 
from the zone of contiguity. This initial conception is 
consistent with the idea that the ground of deixis is the 
gesticulating body. To understand a deictic is therefore 
not to "interpret" it but simply to grasp by observation 
what it singles Out in the physical situation of utterance. 
The situation may be imerperspectival, but it is the Spr 
who produces the utterance and the Spr's body that 
serves as the anchor point: a self-contained individual 
body, oriented in material space and endowed with a 
sphere of proximity and sensory access. 

The egocentric spatialist picture is more or less ob
VIOUS in much of the English-language literature on 
deixls. Russell's (19401 analysis of "egocentric particu
lars" is one classic statCmeill of it (cf. Evans 1982), albeit 
emphasizing perception more than physical space. It is 
also the standard default for most modern linguistic de
scriptions, especially in typological and psycholinguistic 
work, for which it seems to offer a controlled basis of 
cross-linguistic comparison (see Anderson and Keenan 
I98S; Diessel 1999:158; Lyons 1977; Senft and Smits 
2000:65-80; Levinson 2003). It underwrites the linguistic 
notion that deictic oppositions between pairs such as 
"thiS, that" and "here, there" arc best described in terms 
of relative proximity, where proximity is defined as spa
tial contiguity in relation to the Spr. The idea is that 
what deictlcs do is individuate objects and places spa
tially arrayed at different distances from Spr, "here" and 
"this" for close, "there" and "that" for farl and so on. lO 

This picture has wide appeal because it fits with the 
commonsense idea that speech is ultimately a matter of 
individual persons' expressing private experiences and 
thoughts to other individuals in a material world. Like 
any other commonsense construct, this one has a history 
and a social distribution. It is hard to miss in it the mod

10. There IS SIgnificant debate as to whether the ground is the Spr, 
the Adr, the Spr·Adr relation, or the discourse itself. I will not 
eng:lge these argumentS here but have elsewhere IHanks 1990, 
19921. 

ern Euro-American notions of the isolated individual, the 
universality of the body, and the naturalness of the phys
ical(cf. Mauss 1973). But this common sense obscures 
critical aspects of deixis, including the mutual orienta
tion of interactants, all nonperceptual modes of access 
such as background knowledge, memory, and anticipa
tion, and all that is part of a social setting and the re
lations between participants but nOt embodied in phys
ical objects. Nonspatial aspects of deictic speech assume 
a secondary pOSition; they are either ignored or derived 
from otherl nondeictic principles jsee Levinson 2000). 

There is another background picture discernible in the 
literature, one whose basis is not space but social inter
action. People speak to other people in various settings, 
and their interactions can be face-to-face, mediated, di
alogic, and multiparty, involving, inter alia, the follow
ing factors Isee Sacks 1992, Goodwin 1981, Schegloff 
1984, Heritage 19841: 

1. The perceptual fields of the parties are reciprocal, 
especially vision in the face-to-face IGoodwin 1981, 
1994, 2000; Kendon 1992). 

2. There is a broader II rec iprocity of perspectives" 
whereby each party assumes that the other has a per
spective and that if one adopted that perspective the 
world would look as it docs to the other. 

3. Participants' bodies are expressive through gestures, 
as well as receptive through the senses, and gesture is a 
key aspect of deixis (Goodwin 19941 2000; Kita 20031. 

4. The interaction has sequential organization embod
ied in turn taking, adjacency, contiguity, and "proxi_ 
mateness" (Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson 1974i Scheg
loff 1987, 19921. 

5. The interaction has a motivational structure: the 
Spr speaks in response to something and in order to 
achieve something elsc; the Adr responds in the light of 
the aim of the first utterance in order to achieve his or 
her own aim, which then serves as the "because" motive 
of the next turn, and so on back and forth. 

6. Any utterance has a "rclevancy structure" according 
to which certain things matter and others do nOt (Good
win 1994; Goodwin and Heritage 1990; Sacks 1992; 
Schegloff 1972, 1992). 

7. Utterance meaning must be "negotiated" or worked 
out by the co-engaged parties. It is not given in advance l 

nor is it fixed by the intentions of the Spr (Clark 19921. 
8. Participants display to one another their sense of 

the current situation, the relevancy struCture they are 
assuming, and their current relation to their own speech. 
Deixis is a primary resource for such display precisely 
because it points into the situation and thereby "posi
tions" the Spr. 

Clearly, if our background picture of speech is an in
teractive one l we will be led to ask questions quite dif
ferent from those suggested by the egocentric spatialist 
picture. As a staner, we no longer have an isolated Spr 
in a material world but instead a reciprocity of perspec
tives and a dovetailing of motivations among different 
parrics. The doxa that egocentric space is the basis of 
the speech situation is replaced by a combination of mul
tiple perspectives and relevancy structures, both of 



which are subject to rapid change in talk. Hence there 
is an emergent space of interaction, bUl it is not the kind 
of space presumed by the spatialist view (Kendon 19921. 
The first consequence of this is that an interaction-based 
account of deixis muSt attend to variation in usage. Thus, 
whereas the spatia list picture treats spatial relations as 
the basis of all "true" deixis, in the interaction-based 
piclUre what matters mOSt is situated variations and the 
ways in which deixis articulates with the relevancy 
structures of different settings. One can be committed 
to careful empirical study of deixis under either per
spective, but the result differs relative to the operative 
background picture. The spatialist picture leads to phys
ical settings that can be controlled in the experimental 
lab, whereas the interaction picture leads to micro-eth
nography of conversation in ordinary settings. 

For deixis in interaction, a relevancy structure is es
tablished and displayed by the participants. This tics the 
participants into coordinated relations to certain objects 
accordlllg to their engagements. Under the right circum
stances, it may be that proximity to Spr is the most rel
evant frame of reference, yet to assume this a priori is 
[Q take as fixed what muSt actually be achieved. In other 
words, relevance overrides spatiality by determining 
whethcr or not space is what COllnts in the given litter
ance. Under many circumstanccs, what countS most for 
proper construal of the refercnt object is not its location 
btl[ its accessibility in memory, anticipation, perception, 
or prior discourse. There are twO primary sources of rel
evancc: what is going on in the present actuality of the 
utterance and what comes with the social embedding of 
the deictic field. The first includes the speech-act con
text, the sequential context, the move the speaker makes 
in uttering the deictic, and the immediate spatial, per
ceptual, conceptual, and corporeal situation. Here rele
V<lnce cmerges over the time course of the turn in the 
most immediate and "local" sense. 

The second source of relevance is the embedding of 
the deictic field in a broader social field that extends far 
beyond the present. It matters a great deal to the effect 
and felicity of deictic utterances where. when, and to 
and by whom they are uttered/ where each of these con
ditions is defined socially. Social fields can constrain or 
even determine the reference of deictic tOkens. Thus in 
the agricultural field, a senior male landowner speaking 
Maya can say, "I am opening a ditch here," when his 
sons arc doing the work right in front of him, whereas 
a landless young man could make no such statement 
unless he was digging Out the ditch. It is the embedding 
of the deictic field in the hierarchy of positions in the 
agricultural field that authorizes the transposition, in the 
absence of which the statement would be patently false. 
Analogously, the reference of spatial deictic tokens when 
llscd in domestic space is determined nOt by space in 
some "objective" sense but by social relations of own
ership, kinship, and activity spheres (Hanks 19901. 

The position of this paper is that both of these back
ground pictures are distorting, because each makes ex
clusive claims about phenomena that cannot be ex
plained in tetms of eithel alone. The spatial picture 
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provides grammatical descriptions comparable across 
languages and fits well with a certain common sense, 
but this comes at a high price. ft also preemptively re
duces the deictic field to a single dimension and the Spr 
to a homunculus unclouded by judgment, shifting rele
vance/ or history (personal or collectivel. By contrast, the 
interactive picture is more realistic to actual talk. It fo
cuses on emergent engagements between subjects and 
objects with interests, mutual orientations, common 
ground, and memories shared and unshared. However, 
an exclusive focus on interaction would bypass much of 
the linguistic system of deixis, effectively collapsing the 
variety of different deictics into the function of "invok
ing the setting." Sacks's early statement of this was so 
strong as to obscure the self-evident fact that deixis in
vokes only some aspects of the setting, always under a 
perspective and almost always pointing at a unique 
object. 

In the more recent literature on interaction, the trend 
has been to combine a modified spatialist view with the 
interactionist one, yielding a blended picture of utter
ance space with properties of both kinds (Goodwin T994, 
Gchs, Schegloff, and Thompson 1996, Schegloff 19721. 
But when applied to deixis the combination is difficult 
to sustain, because the two pictures make contradictory 
claims regarding egocentricity versus interaction-cen
tricity and the primacy of space versus the primacy of 
situated relevance. Prematurely combining the twO in a 
division of labor shields each one from the critical claims 
of the other. The resulting theory of deixis would be 
along the following lines: the linguistic forms encode 
semantic values of the sort predicted by the spatialist 
picture (COntiguity to cgoL but the pragmatics is gov
erned by interactional principles (including inference 
from relevancel. This is consistent with linguistic re
search in which spatialism is the presumed semantic 
basis of deixis and pragmatic inferences derive from se· 
mantics enriched by context lcf. Enfield 2003bl. A series 
of studies shows that, whatever the proper semantics, 
contextual enrichment of deictics relies on gestures 
IGoodwin 19941, sequential placement, relevance rela
tions, and conversational inferences jLevinson 2000). 
Some such division of principles is likely to be correct 
and is consistent with the position of this paper. But once 
we grant the lessons of interaction analysis, what is ac
tually left of the spatialist position? The argument here 
is that spatialism is wrong in ways that cannot be cor
rected by simply combining it with interaction. Criti
cally, even combined accounts fail to give proper weight 
to the embedding of deictic practices in social fields de
fined nonlocally. 

What is needed, instead, is a way of describing how 
the positions that make up any deictic field are confi
gured according to the social field and what relationship 
these positions bear to language at the levels of situated 
utterances, deictic types, and whole deictic systems. We 
need to know how interactants take up those positions 
and occupy and vacate them in ordinary practice and 
how the field varies under social embedding (including 
different discoulse genres IHanks 198711. These questions 
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have important consequences for research methodology 
and for the description of specific languages and socie
ties. We need a different Idea of space, a better theory of 
how it IS integrated with non spatial aspects of context, 
and a morc thorough treatment of the social embedding 
of the delctic Reid. 

The clearest way to draw out these consequences is 
through a sustained example. What follows is a brief 
description of deixis in one language, Yucatec Maya, as 
spoken in the region of Oxkutzcab, Yucatan, Mexico. We 
will stan from a synopsis of the linguistic system of 
dcixis in Yucatec in order to introduce the forms and get 
a first sense of the range of distinctions they mark (see 
Hanks 1990, Bohnemeyer and Stolz n.d.). This is then 
followed by a sequence of examples, each of which con
sists of an utterance or exchange with notes on social 
context, as required. Let me briefly foreshadow the 
conclusions. 

The linguistic system of deixis in Yucatec consists of 
a lexicon of about 15 bimorphemic forms plus a set of 
syntactic processes that combine the forms to yield a 
much larger set of expressions. [A fuller description of 
the system appears in the electronic edition of this issue 
on the journal's web page.1 Running across the system 
IS a single opposition between two items, Q' and a', which 
form a (near) minimal pair in each of five major cate
gories. All of the Q' forms stand for objects relatively 
Immediate to the Spr, whereas all of the 0' forms stand 
for obJccts removed, remembered, or backgrounded. 
From a spatia list perspective, these arc taken to encode 
proximal and nonproximal, respectively. Even in 
Buhler's Zeigfeld, although he summarized it as "Here 
Now I," he clearly included in it the gestural sphere of 
the speaker and the perceptual, attentional, and memory
based spheres of both participants. If our poim of refer
ence is the Zeig/eld, then deixis must be understood rel
ative to all of its dimensions, nOt just space. Even this 
expanded view, however, fails to take into account how 
the Zeigfeld or some close relative of it is embedded in 
a SOCial context. In effect the spatialist picture preemp
tively answers the questions of how the deictic field is 
configured as a whole, how individual deictic utterances 
arc understood, and how actual interactive contexts (i.e., 
fields) hang together. The examples of ordinary usage 
were selected in order to defeat the spatialist claim that 
relative proximity is the basis of the system, to identify 
interactional features, and to demonstrate the following 
propositions: 

I. NOl1spatial features are distinctive, and spatial val
Lies can be contextually cancelcd. Much of what looks 
like space is really about memory, prior talk, background 
knowledge, perception, ownership, and Other social 
relations. 

2. The Yucatec system defines a multidimensional 
Zeigfeld, all of which is available to speakers as a re
source for referring. 

3. Any interactive situation suPPOrtS severa) alterna
tive ways of identifying refercnts. Deictic selection is 
therefore a construal both of thc object and of the per
spective under whieh it is accessible to the participants. 

4. Part of the practical knowledge that allows Yucatec
speakers to engage deixis fluently consists of instru
mental heuristics, or /lrules of thumb." These allow for 
phenomenally different situations to be treated the same 
and enhance the automaticity of practice. 

). Depending upon how the deictic field is embedded, 
specific spheres of reference are automatically available 
to interactants, and, moreover, specific kinds of trans
position arc authorized (which would otherwise not be 
interpretable according to standard usageJ. 

6. Embedding and authorization are closely related 
field effects, whereas standard approaches ignore one or 
both. 

With this summary in mind, we now turn to the lin
guistic system in order to establish the semiotic skeleton 
of the deictic field in Yucatec. 

Deictic Practice in Yucatec 

SYNOPSIS OF YUCATEC DEIXIS 

Table I shows the inventory of deictic roOts in Yucatec
holding aside for the moment the person markers and 
the temporal adverbs. On the left side are /lbases," which 
arc specified for grammatical category and occur initially 
in the syntactic constituent. On the right are enclitics, 
which are (mostly) unspecified for category and occur in 
phrase or sentence-final position. II From these roOts the 
basic lexicon is derived by combining bases with encHt-

II. Yucatec Maya consonant phonemes are Ip, t, k, p', t', k', b, s, 
X, h, tz, ch, tZ', ch', m, n, w, y, I, rl, where /'1 = glottal stop following 
a vowel and glottalization following a consonant, /hI = voiced 
bilabial implosive, Ixl = voiceless alveo-palatal fricative, Ihl = 
voiceless glottal fricative, Itzl'I/ = lejectivel voiceless alveolar af
fricate, and Ichl'll = lejectivel voiceless palatal affricatc. Syllable 
nuclei are made up of combinations of five vowels (i, C, a, 0, uJ, 
three toncs lhigh (') , mid [no accent], low OJ, length, and glottal
ization. Length is indicated by the doubling of a vowel, and glot
t:llization is indicated by an intervocalic glottal stop (') . The Cil
nonical vocalic patterns are Ii, e, a, 0, ul, Iii, ee, aa, 60, uul Ii, ee, 
aa, 00, uu/, and li'i, c'e, ii'a, 6'0, u'u/. However, short vowels with 
tones also occur and are derived either by grammatical processes 
or by paralinguistic ones. Glottalization is also realized as creilky 
voice or even by eliminating the glottal stop completely. The latter 
case results in a long vowel with high- to mid-falling pitch but 
remains distinct from the lnonglottalizedl high tone series Iii, ee, 
aa, 60, uu/, which IS pronounced variably with rising or falling 
pitch. Spellings of place-names such as Oxkutzcab are orthograph
ically unmodified from their Spanish spellings. 

TABLE I 

Synopsis of Deictic Morphemes in Yucatec (Partial) 

Bases Enclitics 

h,'e(l) Ostensive evidential ·a Immediate 
r,'e(l) Locative "here/there" ·0' Nonimmcdiate 
way Locative "here" -be' Auditorylolfactory 
ro(l) Locative "(outl there" ·r Anaphoric 
Ii' Locative [focusl -tj' Individuated 
bey Manner "thus" ·e' ITopicalizerj 
Ie Definite article 
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ics according to the rule [one base + one enclitic]. If all 
of these bases combined freely with all of the enclitics, 
the result would be a starting lexicon of 42 forms, but 
in fact the combinations are severely constrained and 
the resulting set is much smaller. Table 2 shows the basic 
lexicon of IS citation forms (likewise omitting the tem
poral and person deicticsJ. 

For present purposes, the first thing to note about the 
basIc lexicon is how the system is constrained. Certain 
bases (way, toll co-occur with only a single enclitic, 
while three of the six enclitics (be', i', ti') co-occur with 
only one base apiece. The locative series (oLocl is unique 
in showmg four distinct bases in a single category and 
in making a five· way distinction. Thus the locative cat
egory is the most finely subdivided and the most irreg
ular in formatIOn. Furthermore, the first two rows are 
stncdy parallel in that the opposition between a' and 0' 

occurs in every major category, which yields eight min
imally distinct forms. This is a powerful regularity, and 
it accounts for 8 out of the 15 items. In addition to the 
DLOC forms, the spatialist picture is most likely to apply 
to these forms because they distinguish proximal from 
distal 111 each of the categories. II Examples of some of 
the forms arc as follows: 

I. he'el a'	 "Here it is jTake it!)" 
2. kubin rci'el 0' "He goes there." 
3. ko'oren way e' "Come here (to me)." 
4· k mdak 2..: "that person" 
5. he'e kubin Juan ~ "There goes Juan ILook!)." 
6.	 kubin tife Oxkutzcab ~ "He goes there (to)
 

Oxkutzcab."
 
7. way linwolOch ~ "here in my house" 

In 1-3, the two-part deictic occurs without lexical ex
pansion, whereas in 4-7 the accompanying lexical de· 
scription intervenes between the two pans of the deictic. 
The resulting discontinuities pose various problems that 
will not be addressed here. 

In addition to the forms in table 2, there are lexical 
pronouns that will playa pan in the argument that fol· 
lows ltable 3). These are one of three series of person 
markers, the other twO being affixal and usually called 
A and B series, as is standard in the literature on Mayan 
languages. As is evident, the Yucatec pronoun system is 
fairly minimal. It distinguishes three persons and two 
numbers, with a simple first-person plural opposed to a 
marked form for inclusion of plural Adr. The nonparti
cipant, so-called third·person forms are marked for def
initeness but unspecified for animacy, gender, or any 
Olher distinction. Plural marking in the Other category 
is almost always optional. 

Given that the different series of deictics in table 2 are 
associated with different grammatical categories, it is 
unsurprising that a single utterance can have multiple 
deictie terms that correspond to its phrasal constituents. 

12. I have argued that this oppositiDn between a' and D' is actually 
a privative onc, between T immediate and 0 immediate {Hanks 
1983; 1990:;81. 

TABLE 2 

Lexical Deictics in Citation Form 

OSTEV OLOC ONOM OMAN 

he'ela' te'ela' lela' beya' 
he'elo' te'elo' lela' beyo' 
he'ele' waye' leU' bey 
he'ebe' 1010' 

tf'i' 

Consider an utterance such as 8, in reference to a run
away dog scampering off: 

8. he' kubin leU' te' haal koot ti'elo' ! 
OSTEV VC DNOM DLOC prep N DLOC·TD 

"There goes the one along the wall there!" 

This utterance would expectably be performed along 
with a pointing gesture: the OSTEV brings directivity 
1100k!J redirecting the Adr's visual attention to the ref
erent. The DNOM refers directly to the referent but in 
terms of its having already been established as a focus 
in prior interaction. Hence this utterance would not be 
used unless the Adr already knew whom or what it was 
about. The OLOC then specifies the spatial nonproximity 
of the object, implying that its locus is known or visually 
available. In combination with the directive QSTEV, it 
would usually pick out a place within sight, but if we 
simply omit the OSTEV in initial position, leaving Rubin 
leti' te' haal Root te'elo', "He's going over there along 
the wall there," the result suggests visual access but 
could be readily used even if the dog were out of sight. 
In simple examples like this one the multiple deictics 
index distinct but complementary aspects of the utter· 
ance setting: attention focus, memory, spatial proximity, 
reference to the dog, the dog's running, and the location. 
The nondeictic elements combine seamlessly with the 
deictics to codetermine objects to which the speaker is 
referring, illustrating blends between deixis and the 
Symbolfeld. 

Before moving to a series of utterances illustrating 
deictic practice in Yucatec, let us consider how the lan
guage looks at first blush, in terms of our three pictures, 
based on space, interaction, and practice. The spatialist 
picture has to contend with several difficult features of 
Yucatec. First, whatever the role of space, it is limited 
in comparison with the larger array of indexical distinc
tions that the language makes in the deictic system. We 
will not try to spell out here the multiple functions con
ventionalized in these forms, but it is clear from the 
outset that spatial relations (proximity, inclusion, exclu
sionl are only part of it and much is left in the shadows 
of the spatia list picture. The greater part of referential 
specificity in Yucatec deixis comes not from the simple 
morphemes or even the lexical citation forms but instead 
from the productive syntax of the system. Since Sprs 
draw on the entire inventory, we cannot select any part 
of it a priori and claim that it setS the basic frame of 
reference for practice. 

The sheer imeractionist picture is similarly troubled 
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TABLE J 

Yucatec Lexical Pronouns (Participant Deietics) 

Singular	 Plural 

, 
l·en Spr t-d'on Spr + Other We 

t-d'on-e'ex Spr + Adr {pl.) We fme T you pl.l 
[-ech Adr you Hfex Adr {pI.I You {pl.) 
Ie ri' Other he/she/it Ie tr·6'ob Other They {pl.) 

by these linguistic facts, since it is obviously implausible 
that all of these forms invoke the setting in the same 
way or that their meanings are entirely negotiated ut

tcrance by utterance. There is simply tOO much linguis
tic structure-too many oppositions and roo much evi+ 
cicocc that the different forms invoke systematically 
different aspects of settings-for it to be plausible that 
they derive their meaning merely from an invocation of 
the setting. What the early intcractionisr picture failed 
to grasp is that the deictic field is partly structured by 
the semantic field of deixis, that is, the convcntional 
linguistic array of oppositions and contraStS that defines 
the potentials of the forms for acts of referring. In other 
words, it treated deixis much as Goffman would treat a 
situation rather than as a semiotieally complex Zeigfeld 
m which the choice of deictic expresses a construal of 
both the object and the situation. This more accurate 
view IS conSistent WIth current research in interaction 
and IS the mlOimum necessary for a realistic descnption 
of communicative practices. 

Part of the question of how the deictic field is struc
tured in Yucatec will turn on how we analyze the op
position between the enclitics a' and 0'. These occur in 
all categories except the so-called pronouns, and it is 
plausible at the outset that the basic distinction is be
tween - proximal "* 0 proximal, applied across different 
categories. If by proximity we mean spatial contiguity, 
then our hypothesis runs into two problems. First, the 
lexical deictics in different categories do not all distin
guish the same things, even though they deploy the same 
tWO enclitics: the DLOCS may be spatial, but the OSTEVS 
distinguish perceptual modalities and the DNOMS are 
quite abstract and are frequently used in nonspatial con
texts such as relative salience or accessibility in dis
course. The manner adverbials are especially associated 
with gestures enacted by the Spr ("demonstrative" a') 
versus prior discourse (anaphoric 0'). Hence it is already 
clear that the spatialist hypothesis will need to be sup· 
plemented by principles that yield nonspatial cOntrasts 
Iperhaps via metaphor or some other rropel_ Returning 
to the interactionist picture, we could hypotheSIze that 
the opposition between the twO enclitics is more ab
stract, more like: Sacks's "invocation of setting," and that 
they receive further detennination from other co-occur
rent clements (starting with the initial deictic base with 
which they are combinedJ. After all, this picture may be 
madequate for the deictic field as a whole but revealing 
in relation to some of its subparts. 

The practice view incorporates the complexity of the 

Zeigfeld but makes two further claims: (II the deietie 
field is a socially embedded Zeigfeld (not only a locally 
anchored one, as Buhler suggested) and 121 Yucatec
speakers, who use this system automatically and re· 
peatedly in the course of everyday practice, therein re
produce crucial elements of a linguistic habitus. This 
habitus, which has other sources as well, disposes them 
to adopt and recognize ordinary perspectives on objects, 
other persons, and themselves. 

EXOPHORIC REFERENCE TO SPATIALLY LOCATED 

OBJECTS 

There are, of course, uses of these deictics that index 
relative spatial proximity and therefore appear to fit the 
spatialist picture. Examples 9 and 10 are ordered, 
roughly, from the most proximal to Spr through an in
termediate range to the most distalY In the most prox
imal scenario, where the referent is part of the Spr's body, 
the a' form is chosen (9), whereas in the remaining sce
narios/ as soon as any appreciable distance is introduced 
between the Spr and the object, the expected form is 0' 

1101. 
9. Spr, pointing to one tOoth in his own mouth, says, 

'in koh he'ela' tuun k'i'inam 
"My tooth right here (touching) is aching." 

10. The referent is easily visible to both Spr and Adr at a 
distance of about five paces. Spr asks,
 

tz'axohk e liibro 0' ?
 
"Have you read that book?
 

Example I I appears equally straightforward in that leI 
a,' /lthis," combines with the inclusive (typically prox
imal) deictic way, 'I(around) here/" to yield /lthis here." 

I	 I. Speaking to me, Lol concludes a long stOry of woes
 
and mishaps that he and his family have suffered
 
"around here" by saying,
 

sf, Ie wa}' a', paklan lOOp 

13. Examples 9 and 10 are drawn from data collected by fiirgen 
Bohnemeyer, using the Demonstrative Questionnaire developed by 
David Wilkins (19991. All remaining examples come from ordinary 
usage in Yucarec (unelicited but observed and recorded by WFHI. 
References are to WFH ficldnotes fBB book.number.page) and audio 
recordings (field tape number. side A/B.footagel. I am very grateful 
to Bohnemeyer for sharing his results With me and for our dialogue 
regarding the results. 



"Yup, (around) this here, people screw each other." 
[BBA.IlI 

In 12 we see a typical case in which the spatial distance 
of the referent from the Spr is contracted but still suf
ficient to warrant deictic construal of the scene with 0'. 

However close the object is to the Spr, it is saliently 
closer to the Adr, who is "playing" with it. The second
person verb form, the directive force, and the admonitive 
particle all focus on the activity sphere of the Adr, which 
is the search domain for the object. We might hypoth
esize a pragmatic correspondence relation between Adr 
and the nonimmediate zone of 0', in contrast: to the one 
between Spr and he' e1a' in I. 

r 2. Elena is walking in courtyard, just past her small 
daughter Manuelita, who is playing in the din 
after having bathed. Passing within 2 feet of 
the child, Elena scolds, 

ma'a baxk e bo'a susyo wal 0' 

Neg Adr Vb transitive NP ADMON 

"Don't play with the/that dirty thing (I'm 
warning you)." [8B.).6S1 

EXOPHORIC REFERENCE TO PERCEPTIBLE OBJECTS 

r have argued elsewhere (Hanks 1983, 1984a, 1990, 1992, 
1996a, b) that perceptual distinctions are critical in Yuc
atec deixis because tactual, visual, and audible relations 
to referent are systematically distinguished in at least 
certain categories (see also Bohnemeyer and Stolz n.d.). 
In 13, Don Chabo, a shaman, refers to the image in the 
divining crystal he is holding in his hand at the moment 
of utterance. A young man has arrived unaccompanied 
at Don Chabo's asking for a divination to diagnose his 
infant daughter's illness. Since the man has not brought 
the infant with him, the diagnosis will be long-distance. 
For this Don Chabo needs the name and hometown of 
the child, and he learns that she is Laura from the town 
of Akil. He recites and opens the crystals, with the anx
ious father standing immediately behind him to the 
right, looking over his shoulder at the crystals. Imme
diately upon finishing the opening prayer, while holding 
a crystal and staring intently into it, he makes his first 
statement of diagnosis. 

13. Ie chambal a', chokow 
DNOM N Pred Adj 
This child (was) hot 
yool ka 'utlch ti' 
her-N Camp Vb to-0 
her hean when (it) occurred lto her) 
"This child was overheated when it (illness) 

happened to her. [BBA. II] 

The ultimate referent of the underscored noun phrase is 
the actual child, although it is the visual trace of the 
child in the crystal that motivates his choice of deictic. 
In uttering "this child" Don Chabo conveys that he can 
see her "right now." The link between the image and 
the child is a counterpart relation in the sense developed 
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by Lakoff (t968, I9961 and more broadly in cognitive 
grammar (Fauconnier and Sweetser 1996). The counter
part relation is guaranteed by Don Chabo's extensive and 
systematic theology and by commonsense ideas about 
shamans. This common sense includes the proposition 
that a competent shaman can use his own divining crys
tals to see things normally not visible, including body 
states and events not actually given in the situation, that 
is, not accessible for monitoring with the unaided senses. 
What concerns us in the example at this point is that 
the image is tactually and visually immediate and the 
deictic form is a'. If we assume that perceptual imme
diacy is practically equivalent to spatial proximity, the 
spatialist picture could be slightly incremented by an 
equivalence heuristic saying simply that tactual/visual 
corresponds to proximaL 

Example 14 is similar in that the Spr makes reference 
to something with which she has current physical con
tact, namely, her own body. Hence we find a deictic con
strual in a'. 

14.	 In Don Chabo's back room, by the altar, a woman is 
explaining where her husband's leg is hurt, demon· 
strating on her own leg. 

mim Ie hli'ei a' . .. bey ttin utlchih ti'e bey a' 
'''Cuz this one here, ... this is how it happened to 

him right here" [BB.4.91 

REFERENCE TO AN OBrECT OFF-SCENE 

In the next nvo examples, the denotarum is simply not 
accessible spatially. In I S the IIkid" is nowhere to be 
seen, and hence we get 0'. The Spr goes on to assert that 
he has not seen the referent in a while, thus canceling 
any inference of visual access that might have been pro
jected by the deictic in 1e paal 0', "that kid." Yet as 
coparents he and his addressee both know that he is 
asking about Manuelito, their ten-year-old son, who, as 
it turns out, has gone on an errand. 

r 5. Father arrives home from travel and notices that one 
of his four children is not around and so asks his 
spouse: 

kux tuun Ie piwI a', tz'!1 chan xantal ma'a tinwilik 
"How about that kid? It's been a while since I've 

seen him." [BB.4.IS3] 

Example 16 is again similar in that the IIsruffJl is missing 
and none of the Sprs knows where it is or even precisely 
what it is, but they know of its existence and they know 
that the Adr knows where it is. Hence we get 0'. 

16.	 Don Chabo and Lol arc bawling out Victor, who took 
some items from my luggage earlier in the day. 
They know of the theft, and Lol has retrieved some 
of the items, but they do not know what else was 
taken. Threatening to beat the boy, they shout, 

tu'ux latz'6a Ie bd'al 0', k'ub e ba'al 0'
 

"Where'd you put the sruff, hand it over!" [BB,4.32]
 

A true believer in the spatia list picture might simply 
say that when the referent is saliently off-scene, we 
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should treat it as distal. This amounts to positing a prac
tical eqUivalence relation whereby off-scene> distal. 

REFERENCE TO DISCOURSE 

Example 17 is meta linguistic in that what is referred to 
is speech itself, the preceding utterance. We are con
cerned with the first word in B's response, an erstwhile 
distal deictie. This form refers directly to the preceding 
assertion and thereby sets it up as an object for comment. 
The comment then follows in the endorsement, which 
means litcrally II true your speech Iword)." 

17. A: hach chokow Ie k'lin 0' "That sun's really 
hot./I 

B: leI 0' hiiah a i'Clan "That one, you're 
right (therel." 

For examples like this we might JUSt assimilate metal
inguistic uses to anaphora, since the language referred 
to IS immediately preceding in discourse. Hence we get 
0', as expected. 

INTERIM SUMMARY 

To summarize the analysis so far, in tcrms of the spa
tialist picturc, the basic distinction between a' forms and 
0' forms in Yucatec is that the former stand for objccts 
close to the Spr [proximal) and the latter for objects not 
close to the Spr (nonproximal). The simple opposition of 
proximal versus nonproximal to Spr accounts for 9-12. 
For J 3-17, straightforward spatial proximity is lacking 
and we need to extend the spatia list picture by what I 
hav!.: been calling "correspondences." A correspondence 
IS a practical equivalence whereby one SOrt of context 
counts for-is practically equivalent to-another. In 13 
and 14, visual-tactual immediacy countS as proximity, 
and therefore the Spr selects the a' forms. The corre
spondence says tactual, visual> proximal. In contrast, 
15, 16 and 17 Involve reference to objects neither close 
at hand nor perceptible. These involve Peircean "index
icality by memory." The correspondence says memory 
> distal; in other words, when the referent is spatially 
and perceptually off-scene and therefore accessible only 
by memory, it should be treated the same as any Other 
dIstal. Hence we get the 0' forms rather than the a' forms. 

These correspondences seem so natural as to be vir
tually transparent, but there is reason for caution. Ex
amples 14-17 show that spatial proximity blends or al
ternates with Other dimensions of the deictic field. The 
apparent Simplicity of close versus far hides the opera
tiOn of these other dimensions, including perception and 
memory. There is a compelling similarity between these 
correspondences and the counterpart relations illus· 
trated in 13 and 14. Both involve a currently accessible 
feature of the situation standing in for another, unavail
able one. But there is also a basic difference between the 
tWO ideas. Counterparts are identity relations between 
obicCls, like the image in the crystals with the child and 
the SPf'S body with the body of someone else. By can· 

trast, the practical equivalences, for instance, off·scene 
> distal, are correspondences between modes of access 
that interactants have to objects, not between objects 
themselves. Counterpart relations rely for their intelli
gibility on the existence of more or less arbitrary con
ventions whereby one thing can stand for another-con
ventions that may preexist an interaction or be created 
on the spot. Practical equivalences are presumptive anal
ogies between situations. The need for such analogies 
depends in the end on the structure of the Zeig/eld: if 
the spatia list version is our model, then such correspon
dences will be essential for handling speech under dif
ferent phenomenal circumstances. If, however, the Zeig
/eld is modeled in a more abstract waYt then we need 
not begin by assuming a spatial substrate augmented by 
correspondences. Still, even in the more abstract solu
tion, something akin to the correspondences will come 
into play in resolving reference. If we claim that a' en
codes something like "high fOCllS" rather than proximate 
or tactual, then we will call on the correspondences to 

flesh out the meaning in 13: high focus> tactual. The 
general issue here is how the indefinitely variable phe
nomenal situations of speech arc resolved into the more 
coherent Zeigfeld. 

There is a second line of reasoning to which these 
examples point, and it has to do with the social embed
ding of the deictic field. It may be that we can explain 
the practical equivalence relations among situational pa
rameters in a theory based on the Zeig{eld, but no such 
explanation is viable for the counterpart relations. The 
utterance in 13 is produced by an expert who is in the 
process of exercising his expertise with the aid of a highly 
specialized technology. The divining crystals might ap
pear less exotic if one compared them to an X-ray ma
chine or a weather vane attached to a set of measuring 
instruments. Both of the latter provide exacting signs of 
processes and objects removed from the current situa
tion, and both require some special ability to interpret 
the signs. JUSt as a radiologist at a cocktail party could 
not point at the internal spaces of the body of a distant 
person, so too the shaman could nOt utter anything like 
J 3 if he were walking through the market. It is because 
he is an authorized expert currently engaged with the 
technology, having properly prepared it with prayer, that 
he can make the utterance he does. By virtue of his social 
position as a shaman he is presumed to have professional 
vision (Goodwin 1994). The counterpart relation relies 
for its intelligibility on the embedding of the utterance 
in a full·blown deictic field. There is nothing in the lan
guage and nothing in the Zeig{eld that can anchor this. 
My claim, then, is that whenever reference relies on 
counterpart relations like this one or the one in 14, it 
relies thereby upon the social embedding which author
izes the deferred reference. Even 14 may appear straight
forward but would fail in any society or social field in 
which it was improper for a woman to demonstrate on 
her own body something that happened to the body of 
another. In the case of a shaman, this authorization has 
the full weight of his reputation and authority among 



his patieIHsi the same utterance by a nonshaman would 
be lOfelicitous. 

So far we have been exploring relations between dif
ferent types of access that interactants have to objects 
in the dcictic field where a given situation supports some 
kinds but not others. The purpose is to show precisely 
how the linguistic system of deixis adapts to these dif
ferent field conditions. Turning to a slightly more com
plicated set of examples, we will now explore how dif· 
ferent modes of deictic access combine with one another. 
The question may be simply stated: When an object is 
simultaneously accessible in two or more deictic di
menSIOns, which one determines the construal? The spa
tialist picture predicts that spatial contiguity will over
ride other considerations. To test this, we must look to 
examples in which space, perception, prior discourse, 
and mutual knowledge fail to line up as neatly as in the 
preceding examples. What happens if an object is both 
remembered and spatially close or spatially distant yet 
focal? Under such circumstances, the conditions for Q' 

and the conditions for 0' are simultaneously met but in 
different dImensions of the deictic field. These examples 
provide pointed evidence, I will argue, against the spa
tialist picture by demonstrating that spatial relations can 
be readily defeated by other aspects of the deictic field. 14 

In effect, I will argue that much of what masquerades as 
space in the standard literature is nothing of the kind. 
The spatia list picture underwrites the debilitating mis
recognition of socially defined modes of access between 
actors and the fields in which they engage and thereby 
disfigures the very practices il purports to describe. 

REFERENCE TO OBJECTS DOTH CLOSE AND GIVEN IN 

MUTUAL KNOWLEDGE 

Examples 18-20 show acts of referring in which the de
nota tum is very close at hand-even maximally so------and 
yet is also accessible via mutual knowledge. Example 18 
was uttered in the course of a curing session in which 
it was simply given that Don Chabo would prepare med
icine for the patient to take home. This was a standard 
part of hiS clinical practice, and most of his patients were 
regulars. Moreover, he was already engaged in preparing 
the mcdicll1e at the moment of utterance, and therefore 
the giving was anticipaled by his bodily activity and the 
obJcct to bc handed over was taking shape as the Adr 
watched. In short, even though Don Chabo has the med· 
icine in his hand when he litters 18, his deictic construal 
ignores space and perception, construing the object in 
terms of joint activity, as the interactionist picture would 

q The logic of the argument is straightfonvard: If spatial features 
are the basis of the semantics, then they should not be defeasible 
by the addition of other factors to the situation. The examples 
sys\cmatic;llly introduce otht:r factors, and the result is to block or 
override the spatial readings. This demonstrates that the erstwhile 
sp:ltlal values of the Yucatec forms are easily defeasible and there· 
fore best viewed nor as semantic features but as occasional 
mferences. 
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predict. IS Therefore, even when the spatial and percep
tual conditions for a' are saliently met, he selects a deic
tic in 0'. 

18.	 Preparing medicine to give to a woman patient, 
wrapping the powders in a piece of paper, Don 
Chabo says to the woman, 

leU e he' kin tz'aa tech £:, 
"The one I'm giving you," 
leU kin t6'ok 0' 

~s the one I~ wrapping." [88.4.91 

If Q' is proximal and 0' is distal or nonproximal, why 
is 18 not contradictory or at least odd? There are actually 
twO questions here: (II Why does the erstwhile proximal 
meaning of a' not guide the Spr's choice of deictic even 
when its conditions arc saliently met? Would it not have 
been better to use the alternative noun phrase leti e he' 
kin tz'aa tech ~ "this one I'm giving you"? NOt only is 
the spatia-perceptual scene maximally close but the rel
ative clauses that describe the medicine in both noun 
phrases explicitly assert the conditions for a', namely, "I 
(herebyl give it to you" and !l1'm wrapping it lright nowl," 
both of which entail that the object be in the Spr's hand 
at the time of utterance, which it is! (21 Why does the 
choice of 0' not flagrantly contradict the circumstances? 
Even if we assume that 0' is unmarked and therefore can 
be used in a wide variety of contexts, still in this context 
it should at least imply that the object is not immediately 
accessible. There is no evidence of such an implication, 
though, and the circumstances would cancel it if there 
were. 

In response to question I, it would indeed have been 
appropriate on spatia-perceptual grounds to use the Q' 

form, although in this context it would have triggered 
yet another inference due to the presentative force of 
he'el Q' and he'el 0'. The prototypical presentative deictic 
is he'el a' "Here it is jTake it!I," but he'el 0' is also used 
to present an object to the Adr. The difference is that 
the a' form signals that the presentation is simultaneous 
with the utterance, whereas the 0' form leaves a small 
lag time. This temporal distinction represents the ap
plication of the Q' '* 0' division within the anticipatory 
frame of the presentatives lsee Hanks 1990). In 18 Don 
Chabo must finish wrapping the medicine before he can 
give it to the patient, and this shoTt interval may partially 
motivate his choice of the 0' form. Given the circum
stances, if he had used the Q' form, it would have implied 
that he was hurrying to hand over the medicine. There 
are therefore two potential motivations for his choice of 
deictic: first, the fact that the object in question was 
already accessible to both participants on the basis of 
mutual knowledge, and second, the fact that the pre
sentative act was not yet happening but would occur in 
a moment. There is no logical relation between these 

15. That activity has alrc'ldy started and anticipates that the med
icine will be handed over accompanied by instructions for proper 
use, and c3sh payment received for the services. Both p3rties know 
this and can jointly 3ccess both the retrospective elements and the 
antiCipated ones. 
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twO conditions, since they pertain to different features 
of the deictic field-current access to the object via memo 
ory and anticlpated fulfillment of the presentative. Yet 
there is a sociological consistency to them in that they 
both express the typical demeanor adopted by Don 
Chabo with his patients. This demeanor can be roughly 
summanzed as "laid back" and unhurried. It is part of 
what we might call his "bedside manner," which he 
maintained even in the face of sometimes grave condi· 
tlOns In his patients. 

The next example illustrates a similar case, in which 
the Spr has the referent in her hand and under her direct 
control and yet chooses to construe it in 0' rather than 
a'. The similarity turns on the facts that the action being 
executed is routine and the physical fulfillment of a pre
sentative is slightly deferred. 

19.	 Pilar is spnnkling water around the plants in the 
yi.lrd ilnd on the ground to settle the dust. There 
<Ire kids playlOg about 12 feet from her in the di· 
rection in which she is going. She says to the kids, 
while continuing to approach them sprinkling 
water, 

he' kUl(wl wal Ie' ha' 0' 

"Look aLIt, here comes the water." [BB.).41] 

When Pilar LIttered 19 she was engaged in an activity 
familiar to the Adrs, namely, sprinkling water in the yard 
to settle the dust during a time of dry weather. When 
she littered it, the kids scattered, thereby avoiding the 
water. Her utterance was a warning to them, issued with 
enough anticipation that they could take it in stride and 
move away. That brief interval, along with the mutual 
familiarIty of the entire scene, is what the deictic re
sponds to. Accordingly, if she had intended to douse the 
kids with water and had already becn throwing il lheir 
way, the a' form is what she would have used. 

These delicate distinctions of liming, mutual knowl
edgc, and demeanor appear exotic from the spatialist per
spective. After all, they lack the commonsense object· 
like solidny of spatial distance and go far beyond the 
Instrumental task of referring to a thing in the situation. 
But on this paint the interactionist picture is more ac
curate by far: the deictic field is a field of social engage
ment and not only a field of reference to objects. Because 
engagements necessarily involve memory, anticipation, 
demeanor, and shades of reciprocity, these aspects in
cvltably enter Into deictic practice. They may appear less 
"obJcctlve" than spatial arrays, but examples like the 
oncs presented here demonstrate that they are in fact 
more	 bi.1Sic. Given a combination of spatial relations 
along with the others, it is space that is canceled out and 
the others that motivate practice. 

REFERENCE TO OBJECTS BOTH CLOSE AND
 

ANAPI-lO]lICALLY GIVEN
 

In 20, Pilar had been telling me of her mother's recent 
death. She was weeping and trying to figure Out how to 
get a picture of her to put on the altar so that she could 

pray [something she felt impelled to dol. All she had was 
a single photo in which her mother stood alongside her 
father and her father's mother, neither of whom was de
ceased. The problem was that she simply could not put 
a picture of living people on her altar and therefore would 
have to crop the photo in order to exclude all but her 
mother. The utterance in 20 was performed as she 
showed me the photo in her hand and distinguished the 
quick from the dead. The 0' form in the first clause pres
ents the people in the photo as already in joint focus, 
and the a' form in the sccond clause partitions off the 
subset of the living. 

10.	 Pilar shows me a photo of her mother and father and 
her father's mother. 

tumeen Ie he'eM'ob 0', md' kimen Ie kd'atuuI a'a' 
'''Cuz those ones (look), these tWO are not dead." 

[88.\.26] 

The first underscored noun phrase, IIthose ones," denotes 
a gtoUp of three people by way of a photo held in the 
hand of the Spr. This is parallel to 13, in which a per
ceptually immediate object stands in a counterpart rc
lation to something or someone off-scene. The difference 
is that in 13 Don Chabo uses the a' form whereas in 20 

Pilar uses an 0' form. The reason is that in 20 Pilar and 
I have been discussing the photo and the people it rep
resents, so that both the pivot and the counterpart ob
jects are mutually accessible to us in the discourse. In 
13 the image in the crystals is not already mutually ac
cessible but has to be conjured by the shaman, and his 
utterance in effect announces its appearance in the crys
tal. Given that both involve deferred reference to coun
terpans, we cannot explain Pilar's deictic construal on 
the grounds that the ultimate referents of her noun 
phrase are off-scene. Rather, it is because the photo is 
already mutually accessible that she uses the 0' form. In 
effect, anaphora overrides spatial and perceptual im
mediacy as a motivation for deictic construal. In the sec
ond clause, curiously, she switches to an a' form. The 
spatial and perceptual field has not changed. What has 
changed is that, having now established reference to the 
people in the photo, she wants to individuate a subset 
of them, contrasting the tWO who arc alive from the one 
who is deceased. This contrastive individuation is, I be
lieve, what motivates her construal in a'. 

REFERENCE TO AN OBJECT BOTH OFF-SCENE AND 

ANTICIPATED 

We have seen that anticipation and temporal deferral 
playa role in the use of presentative deictics in Yucatec. 
In 2 I we have another usage of anticipatory a', this time 
in the nominallDNOMI category. It makes no difference 
to the felicity of the utterance in 21 whether the guy 
referred to by the underscored noun phrase is close, far, 
or not even locatable. What matters is that the Spr is 
setting off in his direction with the intention to find him. 
This demonstrates that anticipation can override spatial 



location in general and not only in the special case of 
presentatives. 

21. aka awil bix kin imop e rnadk a' 
"Now you'll see how I tuck it to this guy." !B..l. I 3 I I 

In general, objects given in retrospect are construed 
with 0' and objects given in prospect are construed with 
a'. Thus, anaphora, reference to preccding discourse, and 
reference to objects already given by mutual knowledge 
among the participants are all construed with 0', whereas 
cataphora, immediately forthcoming objects, and objects 
anticipated arc construed with a'. What is special about 
the presentatives (OSTEVS) is that the a' *" 0' distinction 
is deployed within the prospective subfield to yield im
mediate *" deferred anticipation. Taken together, these 
examples show that thiS relation to retrospect/prospect 
can easily override spatial-perceptual access to the ob
JCCt. This is troublesome if we assume that deixis is 
about pointing to things in the situation of speech, but 
It IS straightforward if we assume that deixis is a species 
of social practice and therefore endowed with an emer
gCnt past and future as well as a synchronous present. 

REFERENCE TO AN OBJECT BOTH OFF-SCENE AND 

BELONGING TO A PARTICIPANT 

The next three examples pose a different challenge to 

the spatialist picture. In examples, 22-24, the denotatum 
IS maccessible in space or pcrception but is accessible 
by way of a privileged relation to one of the interactants. 
In 22 Manuel recounts how the "Turks" complain to an 
official that the local market is dominated by other mer
chants and that their own merchandise doesn't sell as a 
rcsulL 16 The merchandise, thc refercnt of "ours," is no
wherc on the scene, but because it belongs to the Sprs 
it is construed with a'. 

22. le 16'on a' rna' tu rna'anah, kih e turkos 
"This ours, it doesn't get bought," say the Turks. 

IBB-4. 160! 

In the lllniting case, the official who \\las the Adr of the 
quoted utterance in 22 need not even know exactly what 
merchandise they sell. The fact that it is theirs, in con
trast to the merchandise of the other merchants, is 
enough to fulfill the reference. 

By contrast, in 23 and 24, objects which are nowhere 
on the scene belong to the Adr and arc already known 
to both interactants. Consequently, they arc construed 
II) 0'. In 23 I have just asked Manuel and Margot to make 
a couple of hammocks for me to purchase and give as 
gifts. Margot asks me If the new ones should be like the 
ones I have bought from her in the past. 

23. mri'alob b'ey hi'ex e yan tech a'? 

16. In Yuc.Hee, the term "Turcos" refers to Lebanese people, who 
collectively playa ccmral role in the economy of the state and are 
stereotyped by some Maya people as wealthy, politically corrupt 
merch:lOts. 
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"Is it good the way that one is that you have~" 

[BB.4.74] 

In 24, Margot is about to leave for the market and asks 
Manuel, her husband, for money. In her first utterance, 
the DlOC in final position refers, ostensibly, to Manuel's 
location, as in the English "you, there.'1l7 After he asks 
how much she wants, she responds by making reference 
to whatever money he has. The rule for examples like 
these is simple: Spr's domain gets a' and Adr's domain 
gets 0', where "domain" refers to socially recognized pos
session, irrespective of space or perception. 

24. Margot: lz'aa algo ri'el 0' "Give some (moneyI 
there." 

Manuel: bahux! "How much?" 
Margot: Ie yan lech 0' "What you've gOt." 

[BB·49 1 ] 

In all of these cxamples, the spatialist picture makes 
the wrong predictions or fails to make any enlightening 
predictions about how ordinary scenes are construed. No 
native Spr to whom 22 is addressed or retold is going to 
expect the Turks to have their merchandise along with 
them on the scene-as if a spatia-perceptual search 
would yield up the referent. Instead, the relation to Spr 
encoded in the [6'on, "ours," is fully adequate, and the 
form selected is a'. Tn 23 the practical equivalence 
whereby off-scene> distal may suffice to predict the cor
rect deictic form, but this prediction explains nothing 
about the utterance. It is not the location of the ham
mock that matters to Margot but the fact that it is mu
tually known to be mine. The latter information is what 
resolves the reference. In 24 the Adr is immediate to the 
Spr, but the money in question is in his possession as 
contrasted to hers, and this factor motivates the con· 
strual. Deictics index a Spr's stance relative to the Adr 
and the object, and 22-24 illustrate cases in which stance 
overrides spatia-perceptual access lcf. Ochs 1992, DuBois 
20031· 

The preceding examples have been adduced to dem
onstrate that nonspatial aspects of the deictic field can 
readily stand in for, or simply trump, the spatio-percep
tual aspects of the situation. This is true even when the 
latter are salient to all participants. From a computa· 
tional perspective, the resulting multiplication of di
mensions in the Zeigfeld would entail much more com
plex calculation on the part of an Adr. After all, how 
would the Adr know in which dimension to apply a con
trast such as a' *" 0', and would it not require subtle 
calculation to determine the answer and find the refer
ent? Surely, onc of the core aspects of deictic practice 
that any theory must account for is the extreme ease and 
automaticity with which interactants perform deixis. 
Under the spatialist account, we must infer from what 
is said that the object is in a nonproximal relation to 

what is convcyed-that it is the one recalled or especially 

I]. Alternatively it could be a transposition, with "there" referring 
to her own location but from his perspective. Either way, it is the 
discrepancy between her sphere and his sphere that underlies the 
construal. 
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associated with one participant to the exclusion of the 
other. But as we have seen, from nonproximity in space 
we can infer many things via the practical equiva
lences-the object could be off-scene, anaphorically de
termined, associated with Adr, or simply unremarkable. 
The question remains how the Adr decides which of 
these potential correspondences is in play so as to get 
the point. The interactionist picture helps here by em
phasizing that any deictic field is already part of an un
folding social process andl as such, is always already em
bedded in a relevancy structure. If certain dimensions of 
the field are already more relevant than others, then 
there may be no need to figure out what is being referred 
to, because it is already known. This work of relevancy 
is achieved by several features of the field: (II the local 
practical circumstances, as predicted by the interaction
1st picturc; (2) the broader social field in which the in
teraction is embeddedl which is missing in both spa
tlalist and Interactionist pictures but predicted by the 
practice approach; and 131 the existence of stereotypical 
ways of handltng ordinary deictic practice. The remain
Ing examples will focus on the latter twO factorsl starting 
with 3. 

Examples 25-30 illustrate a few Iistereotypicaill uses 
that might be best described in terms of something like 
maxims or rules of thumb guiding how Sprs deal with 
commonly occurring situations. I leave open the ques
tion of whether these uses can be adequately explained 
on the basis of the linguistic meanings of deictics or 
whether they represent independent social conventions 
of some unexplained sort. My point is that, interacting 
with all of the foregoing factors, there arc routine ways 
of speaking In the language that involve types of deictic 
construal. 

DEIXIS IN GREETINGS AND SCOLDINGS 

Deixis is also an integral pan of ordinary greetings and 
scoldings, both of which operate on participant relations 
and in some cases basically alter them. In 2S the DLOC 

te'e10' refers to the location of the Adr. The utterance is 
shouted as the Spr crasses the outer threshold of the 
homestead, entering the inner spacel which is the home 
<lnd current location of the Adr. 1ll 

25. he' kinwal !e'e1o' 
"Here I come over there!" IBBA.59] 

This US<lge of !c'elo' to refer to the place of the Adr is 
echoed in another greeting heard very often, namely, bix 
awanih ufelo'H "Howlre ya doin' over there!?" The com-

I S. Maya homesteads are typically walled or fenced compounds 
with multiple StruCtures, courtyards, and back areas (see Hanks 
1990 for extended discussion with maps I. The greeting is shouted 
as one enters the bounded space and effectively recognizes the (rit
uall transition from outside to inside. Despite the anticipatory 
meaning and the fact that the deictic refers to the Spr's forward 
path tboth of which wuuld imlic:ltc a deictic in a'), the 0' is used 
to respect the boundary being traversed. The corresponding a' form, 
huwever, is never used and is rejected out of hand by native 
speakers. 

man featLlre is that the DLOC refers directly to the lo
cation of the Adr: when there is a separation between 
Spr and Adr, Adr's space is te'elo', Jlthere. 1f 

When adults address children or animalsl the <lssoci
ation between 0' and Adr is especially strong. Thus 
whenever an adult scolds a childl the child and whatever 
he or she is doing at the time are always construed in 
0'. We saw this in 14, but 26 shows the same rule of 
thumb applying even when the object referred to is very 
close to the Spr. Elenal the Spr, is sitting at her own 
cooking fire in her kitchen, and one of her kids is stand
ing nearby. The kid has been distractedly touching the 
warm wood that lies close to the fire (as close to Elena 
as to the childJ_ She scolds him, saying, 

26. tz'inwadik tech ma a machk e k'dak' 0'. 

"I've told you not to grab that fire!" 
kd'akate ka chti'ukuh 
"Next tbing you'll get burned." IB.5-46J 

What the greetings and scoldings have in common is 
that they focus on the Adr apart from the Spr. They are 
in this sense pragmatically contrastive to contexts in 
which what is emphasized is the common ground shared 
by participants. Under the same contrastive circum
stances, the Spr's domain is construed in n'. Thus to 
paint at something saliently more immediate to the Spr 
than the Adr, one says things like tran te'e1a', lilt's right 
here lby me)," chich 1e che' a', "This wood is hard/, and 
so forth. The same pairing of a' with the Spr's domain 
occurs in 13, where the shaman's "this child ll is acces
sible to his expert's gaze but is not visible to the patient~ 

who lacks the expertise required to find the child in the 
crystal. If a Spr is in motion, say, walking, driving, or 
riding a bikel then the forward path is part of his or her 
domain. When one is walking on a road, the forward path 
is te'e1 a' and the path traversed is te'el a'. 

Example 27 illustrates a type of exchange that occurs 
very commonly in everyday comings and goings. A is a 
neighbor or familiar figure, usually located in his or her 
yard or place of work l and B is passing by on foot or 
bicycle. B's response makes reference to the forward path 
using the a' form. This utterance tells A nothing about 
where B is going or how far away it iS I only that he is 
heading thele. 

27.	 A: 'oolah wiil! IIi'un ka bin? "Hi, Will, where'ya'
 
goin'?"
 

B: chen le'el a' IIJust over here." 

The rule of thumb is therefore simply, in pragmatically 
contrastive contexts such as greetings and scoldings, to 
treat Spr's field as a' and Adr's field as 0'. When I state 
this association as a rule of thumb I mean to underscore 
that it is not pan of the semantics of Yucatee deixisl 
since it is easy to find examples in which the association 
is canceled. It iS I however, part of the routine handling 
of types of exchange that happen throughout any ordi
nary day. 



REFERENCE TO THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 

A different class of uses has to do with reference to fea
tures of what we would call the "natural environment." 
This includes things like the weathert the lay of the land, 
vcgetation, and animals. Here the rule of thumb is that 
the natural environment, when simply given, is treated 
in 0', whereas features of the environment are construed 
in a' when they are cspecially salient. In 2.8 there are 
three ordinary utterances that make reference to the sun, 
the h ills, and the types of forest described as "low wood," 
respectively. Note that tlhills" and tllow woods" both 
function simultaneously as descriptions of ecological 
types and as the names of known regions. The last is the 
lowland region of the Oxkutzcab area, as opposed to the 
hills directly to the south of town. It is typical of these 
examples that the most likely English gloss has the def
inite article lithe" rather than the deictic "that." 

28.	 chakaw Ie k'iin a' "The sun is hot" 
m/ukrak e hwiitz 0' "The hills are big" 
Ie l<abah che 0' "the 1m\' woods" 

In examples 29 and 3D, a feature of the natural envi
ronment is especially salient as an object of reference in 
the situation of utterance t and therefore the deictics cho
sen arc all in a'. Both interactants are inside a built struC
ture (the soda stand and the home, respectively), and the 
accessibility of the referent is auditOry. Both utterances 
have a directive force in that they point the Adr's atten
tion to a noteworthy sound made by the referent. 

29.	 J am sitting in Cres's refresqueria (soda stand) with 
Cres's elder brother. The weather is clear, hot, and 
windy after several days of cool overcast. Now, the 
wind is howling outside, and Cres's brother takes 
it as a sign of the approach of Yaxkin, the hot sea
son. He says, 

k'iwm	 e 'iik' a' (pointing up) astah bey 11 tila] ca
myon e' 

"This wind is loud. It's as if a truck were approach
ing." [BB.S.S6] 

30.	 I am sitting with Dan Ponzo inside his home, and we 
hear a distinct bird song from outside. Don Ponzo 
says, 

harz' e chan ch'iich' ku k'ay a' sakbakal 
"This little bird singing is beautiful. It's (a) dove." 

[BB·ql 

Rules of thumb, like the practical equivalences, hint 
at the operation of conversational principles in deictic 
practice. From a linguistic viewpoint, they effectively 
increase the flexibility of deictic usage relative to the 
semantics of deictic forms (whatever we take the core 
semantics to be). The effect of practical equivalences is 
to increase the situational dimensions in which the bi
nary opposition of a' '*0' can be deployed. This is nec
essary if the deictic system is to be applicable to the 
indefinitely many contexts in which Sprs make deictic 
reference. It is fair to say that any system lacking prac
tical correspondences would be too restrictive or too ab-
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stract to be useful under the variable conditions of actual 
talk. The rules of thumb, for their part, increase the au
tomaticity of the mapping between forms and types of 
deictic reference. In effect, the routine quality of typical 
usage under ordinary circumstances frees the Spr and the 
Adr from the need to calculate t measure, or evaluate 
alternative deictic phrasings (Hanks 200I t Levinson 
2000). In a description based on the deictic field, such 
rules of thumb are keyed to the broader social field in 
which the current Zeigfeld is embedded, including the 
lived environment. 

In everyone of the foregoing examples t therc arc mul
tiple deictic dimensions in play in the actual field of 
utterance. The interactants are copresent t with relatively 
rich background knowledge of the setting and each othert 

memories (shared and unshared), bodies, and social iden
tities. Most of the objects denoted in ordinary practice 
arc not anonymous "points of reference" but known 
more or less intimately. This background knowledge al
ters the accessibility of the object before any deictic ref
erence is even produced. The utterance is always onc in 
an unfolding series of exchangcs t a stream of anaphoric 
and cataphoric ties. Any of these factors can be the basis 
of a deictic construal, and deixis is precisely the artic
ulation of copresence through speech. The multistranded 
makeup of the deictic field is the key problem: At any 
moment in interaction, multiple dimensions of access 
(among participants, objects, and settings) are simulta
neously available for interactants. The selection and un
derstanding of deictics relies on the simultaneous artic
ulation of spacet perception, discourse, commonsense 
and mutual knowledge, anticipation, and the framework 
of participation in which Sprs and Adrs orient to one 
another. Anyone of these factors can provide the basis 
for deictic construal according to the demands of the 
ongoing relevance structure in which it is produced. 

DYNAMIC CONSTRUALS OF OBJECTS IN THE DEICTIC 

FIELD 

In 3 I Don Chabo and J are talking in his home in Oxkutz
cab. We are a contrasting twO places, Chicago (I/ over 
theret' in my utterance) and Yucatan (the referent of way 
e', "around here," in his). The spatial contrast between 
the two places is what is relevant to construing them, 
one being the broader region in which we are as we speak 
and the other being over 1,000 miles away. Therefore 
there is no need to use place-names or any other de
scriptors. Within the state of Yucatan there is another 
town called Mayapan, about 20 km away. Once Yucatan 
has been established as the frame of spatial reference at 
the outset of Don Chabo's turn, the same deictic te'. 
a', "over there/' that I have used in reference to Chicago 
can be redeployed in reference to Mayapan. The reference 
of way e' excludes the referent of the first token of tlfeI 
O't "over there," but includes the referent of the second 
token. The sequential organization of these references is 
what makes them intelligible: first, "over there"-o' in 
contrast to our present location, second the region en
compassing our present location "around here"-way e', 
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in contrast to the first referencel and third /lover therel/
0', In COntrast [Q the second reference. 

3I. Over lunch, Don Chabo and r are discussing a birth 
defect he has noticed in which the child's head 
grows far too large. I remark that we see this too 
in the U.S.A. sometimes. 

WH: kuyutichulle k'ohti'anil 0' tak ti to'on rtfelo' 
IIThat illness happens, even among us over there./I 

DC: waye', te' mayapiwn 0', Unwilah umen 
"(Around) here, over there in Mayapan, I saw it 

once." [8804.1201 

Hence the deictic construals rely on twO relations at 
once: II) the sequential relation between the preceding 
talk and the referent and 12} the accessibility of the ref
erent in the current situation, via space and memory Icf. 
Schegloff I972J. The Ieferenees are all spatial, but the 
frames they presuppose depend upon the mutual rele· 
vance of adjacent utterances. The shifting levels of spa
tial contrast and the key role of sequence indicate that 
this is not the kind of space depicted in the egocentric 
spa tla list picture. 

Example 32 is no less mundane in Yucatec but shows 
a more elaborate social embedding and a more startling 
shift in deictic construal. At the time of the exchangc, 
Lol, Fi, and r are discussing how things work around the 
homestead, which includes the three sections marked by 
parallel doned lines in Agure 1. Each section is the prop
erty of a single nuelear family: Don Chabo's house (the 
tWO oval structures in the rightmost section!, his oldest 
son Manuel's house Itwo rectangular rooms with a raised 
cooking fire behind the housel, and his younger son Lol's 
house (two rectangular rooms). The three are ordered by 
scnioritYI with the eldest son directly alongside the fa
ther and the younger son on the Olher side of his brother. 
Lol is married to Fi, Manuel IS married to Margot, and 
Don Chaba is divorced (fig.2). (His former wife lives else
where·1 I am godfather by baptism of the youngest son 
of Manuel and Margot, and I sleep in thelT home. Mar
gOtlS cooking fire is shown as the gray rectangle behind 

! 

l Q
 
o 

FI G. I. Floor plan of Don Chabo's bomestead (ef. 
Hanks 1990:323). 

_____o_1·~~n Chabo 

1:=0 
Fi lei 

FI G. 2. Kinship in a homestead fef. Hanks 1990:95). 

her house. Fi's cooking fire is the gray square inside her 
house. The property lines inside the homestead are never 
marked by walls or fences but are scrupulously attended 
to by all residents. They function equally as inclusionary 
and exclusionary borders (Hanks 19901, providing a mod
icum of privacy and "respect" among the residents. In 
other words, the spatial setting of the domestic field is 
saturated with social relations that constrain and poten
tiate certain kinds of engagementl including deixis. 

During the interaction, the three of us arc Sitting in 
the main room of Lol and Fi's house Ilocus marked by 
black trianglel. We have been discussing the way in 
which members of the extended household relate to one 
another, which is regulated by a relatively elaborate ct· 
iquette. 19 Lol explains to me that each nuclear family 
pays for its own food, each woman cooking for her own 
family. On this day (January 30, 1987), however, Margot 
is away, and I have asked who has cooked for her children 
in her absence. The answer is that Fi has cooked for the 
entire homesteadl including Don Chabol Lol, and the 
four children of Manuel and Margot. 

32.	 Lol: w beetah leU te'ela' "The one did it 
there. 1I 

WH; bix uj'elo' "What do you mcan, 
there?1I 

Lol: leU' beel (hesitationl "She did it there
tee, h	 [13 way bera' right there here like 

this." [F. I 37.8. I 651 

In his Arst utterance, Lol has told me that his wife, 
whom he refers to as leti', has done the cooking IIthere," 
meaning at her own fire. His use of the unadorned DNOM 

in reference to his spouse is typical, and there is no need 

19· See Hanks {I 990), where the etiquette is speIIed OUt and related 
to speech patterns. The key points for this example are that the 
three households within the homestead are economically semi· 
independent, each making its own way but with the guiding as· 
sumption that brothers help one another and everyone tries to look 
out for the head of homestead. In addition, there are important 
constraints on who can internet with whom under what circum
stances. A man, for instance, would avoid directly addressing his 
brother's wife, as a woman avoids directly addressing her husband's 
brother, the principle here being that these potential dyads cross 
the lines of marriage and gender. People rationalize the avoidance 
on the grounds that potential sexual misconduct is thereby aVOided. 



for him to clarify that "the one" is his wife and not some
one else. Fi's cooking fire is in the same house that we 
are in at the time, albeit in the adjoining room and out of 
sight. Margot's fire is also out of sight but slightly farther 
away, outside and on the other side of a property line. If 
spatial proximity were the basis of his deictic choice, even 
In the extended sense of inside ;1= outside, then we would 
expect ufelo' to denote Margot's fire, which is, after all, 
more remote. But space is not the basis of his construal. 
The basis is the socially sanctioned and intimate relation 
between Fi and her own cooking fire, where she spends 
many an hour every day. This is another routine feature 
of deictic practice in Yucatec-that a man's fields and a 
woman's kitchen are often referred to with unadorned 
re'e/ 0'. The habitual labor relation between the individual 
and the place is sufficient to make the deictic interpretable 
Ic£. 23-25 above! and is reproduced in deictic practice. 

It also helps to know that the relation between cores
ident sisters-in·law is often strained and Margot and Fi's 
is no exception. Womcn typically move intO the home
steads of their husbands, and these homesteads arc 
highly structured fields infused with differential power, 
potential conflict, and constralllts on behavior. Age grad
Ing is integral to hierarchy among the men and is earned 
over to their wives, such that the wife of a junior man 
is de facto junior to the wife of a more senior man. In 
the prescnt case, Fi is the wife of the junior brother, and, 
moreover, she does not yet have children of her own, 
which further decreases her authority. As I subsequently 
came to appreciate, all of these factors would have made 
it virtually impossible for Fi to cook over Margot's fire 
witham an explicit invitation. Like direct address be
tween in-laws of different gender or the use of leti' in 
reference to someone else's spouse, for a woman to use 
another's fire would be perceived as a flagrant invasion
all the worse if she were the junior. Lol, of course, knows 
all of this and assumes that I do as well. 

In my response to Lol, T givc evidence that I do not 
understand the reference and make a bid for more infor
mation by asking, "How so 'there'?" jWhat do you 
mean?!." To clarify, he repeats the terse and stereotypical 
reference to his spouse as Jeti' and amplifies the deictic 
reference. He already knows that I know Fi and know that 
Fi has her own cooking firc, but my utterance confirms 
for him that I don't know whether her fire is the one shc 
used that day. His amplified reference is not a formulation; 
he maintains a strictly deictic construal without any lex
ical description. Yet he reverses his foOting in the locative 
reference, switching from t6'elo' to the proximal phrase 
re' way bey (1'. This might be clumsily glossed

j 
"Right 

there here (thiS sidel like this" Dr, more idiomatically, 
"She dId it (cookedI nght here, linl the near one IfireJ," 
Based on the oppositions organized Il1 the semantic sys
tem of deixis, Lol's switch is almost maximal, from lerst
while) nonproximal to immediate and ostendable. The 
brief recycle that he performs at the onset of the rephras
Ing-"tee, te h way-indexes his momentary recalibrating 
of the situation. The rephrased construal relies not on the 
habitual relation between Fi and her fire but on the spatial 
relations of proximity (te ... a') and inclusion (wayj be-
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tween the place of the fire and our own location at the 
time of utterance: we are in the same house (hence herel, 
yet it is in the next room (hence thereJ.20 The OMAN bey 
a' usually indexes a performance of a gesture indicating 
the object, but my notes are insufficient to specify 
whether Lol actually executed a gesture in the course of 
this utterance. The stereotypical one would have been a 
hand motion or perhaps a nod in the direction of the ref
erent, a usage commonly attested in route directions. In 
other words, whereas habitual usejownership trumps 
space in the first reference, space trumps habitual usej 
ownership in the second. What matters most is that bOth 
kinds of construal arc available as resources for referring. 
It is interesting that the first expression presupposes that 
I know that Fi would cook only over her own firc, which 
I had failed to recognize, and the second shifts to the mu
tual knowledge that she has a fire in the next room. The 
reconstrual is much more specific semantically, with 
three initial deictic bases, but it is also less dependent 
upon detailed knowledge of the routine operations in the 
homestead. 

The sons of shift illustrated in 32 license the inference 
that interactants have access simultaneously to different 
ways of construing the deictic field of reference. Therefore 
Lol was able to shift footing between reference grounded 
in a possession relation between Fi and the fire and ref· 
erence grounded in the relation of spatial presence in the 
context of utterance. Nothing in the spatial setting had 
changed, although the interactive context had been shifted 
when I queried his first reference, eliciting a clarification. 
Not only do deictic fields vary widely, then, but in a single 
one, two or more frames of reference are simultaneously 
available. If reference in one frame fails, as it did in 32, 
or if the context needs to be updated, as in 31, the Spr can 
simply shift the terms of deictic construaL1

\ 

Once we recognize the simultaneity of alternate fram
ings in the deictic field, the SOrtS of variation across con
texts illustrated by examples I-3D begin to make sense. 
What the early examples show is that different actual 
fields support different deictic construals j but this is 
hardly surprising given that single fields do as well. Part 
of this multiplicity is due to the multidimensional struc
ture of the local Zeigfeld,which includes participation 
frameworks, perception, attention focus, memory, dis· 
course, and anticipation, as well as space. And part of it 
derives from the embedding of the deictic field in social 
fields such as shamanic practice, agricultural labor, the 
market economy, and domestic relations. These embed
dings bring with them universes of reference and varieties 
of stances that interactants take up in relation to objects 

10. Combinations of re' and way pose interesting problems for anal· 
ysis (d. Hanks 1990:473-5041. 
21. This simultaneous availability of multiple frames of reference 
is precisely ruled Out by experimental design which reduces the 
deictic field to one parameter, such as space in the questionnaire 
developed by Wilkins (19991. This questionnaire is important and 
revealing, but its design makes it impossible to use the data it yields 
to determine when parameters other than space arc critical. Wilkins 
is careful to note this fact and recommend the combination of the 
questionnaire with observed ordinary usage. 
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and to each other. Embedding also changes the stakes of 
deictic practice, thereby calling forth certain forms of 
deixis such as the shaman's power expressed in uttering 
"this child" in reference to an image in a crystal or the 
injunction to respect the threshold of the homestead by 
referring to the inside as ufel 0', "(over) there/, before 
entering. To model deixis on a purely local articulation of 
anonymous objects picked out by faceless people may pro
vide the appearance of comparability across contexts and 
languages, but it erases multiplicity and embedding, that 
is, the objective conditions of actual deictic practice. 

Conclusion 

In this paper I have tried to open up an area for research 
bearing on speech and its relation to other varieties of 
practice. I have argued that referential practice takes place 
in what I have called a "deictic field." The general orga
nization and dynamic of the deictic field can be sum
marized as an articulation of several logically ordered lay
ers. The simplest is what Goffman called the situation, 
understood as a field of copresence in which embodied 
intcractants are reciprocaJJy available to each other's 
senses. The next simplest is the conversational setting, 
which entails a situation plus a relevancy structure locked 
into an unfolding interaction. This is the level at which 
Sacks defined "indicator expressions," which invoke the 
IIsheer setting." Settings, so defined, are semiotically im
poverished for the purpose of explaining referential prac
tice because they pay too little heed to language systems 
and too much homage to the purely local production of 
meaning. Buhler's Zeigfeld makes a great contribution 
here by joining the setting of speech to a grammatically 
committed description of the semantic fields of deixis in 
actual languages. Unlike a setting, a Zeigfeld is organized 
around the act of referring and oriented by the intentional 
Jrc which projects from referential speech to its objects. 
The semiotic organization of the Zeigfeld also affords a 
much Illore precise description of the ways in which deic
tic elements combine with the Symbolfeid, something 
foreshadowed but undeveloped in Sacks's distinction be
tween invoking and formulating. 

The Zeigfeld is a necessary unit of description, but it 
is still inadequate for explaining ordinary deictic practices. 
This is because it sheds little or no light on several factors 
of consequence: (I) The phenomenal context is embedded 
in a broader social one, which overdetermines aspects of 
relevance and provides an already established space of 
positions and position takings. This vastly simplifies the 
task of resolving reference by providing a ready-made uni
verse of objects, boundaries, and relations to which any 
deictic utterance can articulate. Without this universe, 
much deictic practice would be radically indeterminate. 
(2) Embedding also converts the Spr and the Adr into social 
agents of certain kinds. This has the noteworthy result of 
aUlhorizing deferred reference by way of counterpart re
lations in which a present object is used as the pivot for 
reference to an absent one. The general mechanism of 
counterparts may well be a feature of language in general, 

as cognitive linguists have argued (Sweetser and Faucon
nier 1996), but the enactment of deferred reference is so
cially charged (recaJ] the shaman's crystals, the photo of 
the deceased, and the wife who enacts her husband's body 
on her own). Authorization is not an add-on to reference 
after the fact but a condition of possibility for referring. 
(3) The repertoire of stances that actors adopt is a function 
of the field they are in and the social relations they can 
legitimately sustain to objects (e.g., the scolding parent, 
the laid-back therapist, the coresident keeping proper dis
tance from others). The various stances that speakers 
adopt in practice impinge directly on how they construe 
the world through language. Phenomenologists such as 
Schutz and Buhler start from the natural attitude and the 
postulate of the reciprocity of perspectives. What I am 
calling "stance" is an alternative to these idealizations: 
the social attitude is not only IIwide awake" but eval
uative, discerning, and predisposed in certain ways by the 
habitus (Ochs 1992, Ide 2001, DuBois 2003). Moreover, 
reciprocity is a worthy achievement, but much of ordinary 
deictic practice operates on the barriers, divisions, and 
conflicts between interactants in the field. (4) The prac
tical equivalences and rules of thumb for engaging in deic
tic practice in the field might be appended to linguistic 
description or even related to the phenomenological ideas 
of typification and routinization. In a practice approach 
they belong to the habitus of the people who speak. We 
would therefore expect them to relate closely to both 
stance and embedding as well as to the genres in which 
people interact (Bauman 1992j Briggs and Bauman 1992; 
DuBois 2003; Hanks 1987, 1996aj ef. Sidnell 2000). This 
remains a topic for future research. 

The object relation is essential to the deictic field for 
several reasons. The Zeigfeld entails the individuation 
of an object (i.e., something to zeigen, "show") and es
tablishes a schematic relation in which Spr and Adr 
achieve mutual orientation to the Object. At the level 
of the deictic field, the Object is no longer an anonymous 
semiotic potential, nor ii:i the relation merely schematic. 
This is because in the deictic field we are dealing with 
the actual occupancy of the positions, not only the po
tential. The persons, places, events, and things that oc
cupy the Object position are themselves socially defined. 
This is part of what comes with embedding, and it im
plies that not all objects are equal, either as kinds or as 
individuals. It also implies that the kinds of Iispace" ar
ticulated in deixis are socially constituted, not sheer 
physical relations (ef. Rumsey 2003J. 

It is standard in discussions of deixis to observe that 
these forms fail to describe their objects but are, as it were, 
blind to the inherent properties of objects. Anything can 
be a "this" or a "that." But this fact of semantic paucity 
must not be confused with the notion that the properties 
of objects are irrelevant to what is going in the talk. The 
objects that deictics actually denote in ordinary practice 
do have properties, and those properties are consequential 
for deictic practice, even if not for deictic semantics. The 
difference here can be likened to the contrast between the 
Spr role, a sheer semiotic potential that can in principle 
be filled by anyone capable of speech, and the social fact 



of so-and-so's actually speaking at a given moment. As 
soon as we pass from potential to actuality, as we must 
1I1 studying all forms of social practice, both the partici
pant roles and the object position are converted into sites 
on which social values converge. 

This conversion has several features bearing on the 
object relation. The first is that any object has what 
Schutz (1967) called an /linner horizon/' that is, an open
ended range of associations with other objects, with the 
interactams, and with other social actors. This is what 
is commonly called "background knowledge." Crucial 
to the horizon is the history of interactions with the 
object, including previous acts in which it is referred to. 
Any object makes available many other objects, accord
ing to its associations. From the wife to her cooking fire 
to the stones that shape it, from the diagnosis to the 
medicine, from the leg injured to the pain fclt, from the 
bird song to the bird. The horizon leads from the object 
to many others, and any act of referring lays the ground
work for further references. At the moment of any ut
terance, the universe of reference is already structured, 
and this is a simplifying resource for speakers. 

Objects also come to be denoted in typical ways, and 
thls is part of the horizon of background knowledge. This 
IS self-evident in terms of how they are described, but 
it also applies to how they arc construed with deictics. 
Unadorned leU' is so standard in reference to spouses 
that a stranger overhearing a conversation in which it 
was used could guess that, failing counterindications, the 
referent was the spouse of the speaker. Similarly, une
laborated urelo', "there/' becomes associated with [he 
habitual places of persons, JUSt as lelo' is the standard 
deictic for mutually known featllres of the environment. 
These associations are pan not of the semamics of the 
forms but of the practices in which they are used. The 
combined result of these twO aspects of the horizon is 
to simplify the task of referring by making objects al
rcady available before they are picked out. Of course, the 
flip side of this slmpltfication is that it becomes more 
dIfficult to control reference. The question, then, is not 
how interactants manage to identify referential objects 
but how they manage to limit the chain of reference to 
a unique individual. 

A third aspect of the horizon or background can be sum· 
marized in the notion that objects have value for the in
lcraCtants and the social world around them. They are 
dIfty, clean, evil, good, avoided, private, self-evident, se
cret, mme, yours, or someone else's. Such qualities and 
their evaluation may appear far removed from sheer in
dcxic.allty, but [hey figure prominently in deictic practice 
.lIld in many of the examples adduced in this paper. Thc 
value dimension contributes to the sort of Simplification 
spelled Out above, since a Spr's evaluative stance in an 
utterance can help resolve the reference. At the same timc, 
a Spr who refers to an object emers into a social relation 
with it and thereby engages with IlS value. Sometimes the 
engagemem is formulated in an evaluative description 
such as I I, the scolding in 12 and 26, and [he admiration 
1I1 29 and 30. But even when unformula[ed i[ may playa 
central role in what is communicated. Thc shaman's ref· 
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erence to "this child ll in 13 involves the counterpart re
lation between a sign in the crystal and a child in the 
world. In producing this utterance in that field, Don 
Chabo took up a position in relation to the patient, the 
object, and the field at large: he reproduced his identity 
as an agent authorized to understand a visual sign that no 
nonshaman could interpret, a knower and a doer who sees 
the counterpart relations hidden to nonexperts. Similarly, 
when LoI referred his wife's fire as /l thcre," he enacted 
his insider status as one authorized for such usage. The 
speaker who uses an a' form in reference to the natural 
environment enacts the familiarity needed to recognize 
when it is salient and the presence of mind to notice it. 
We tend to [hink of [he object as something [hal the Spr 
represents, but the inverse also holds: [he object recipro
cally stands for the Spr who denotes it. He or she is, after 
all, the SOrt of person who could and would denote such 
an object in just such a manner. To perform an aCt of 
deictic reference is inevitably to thrust oneself into a re
lation with the object. Thus in denoting objects Sprs ar
ticulate their social relations to them. 

In much of deictie practice, therefore, there is little or 
no need for an Adr to "figure Out" which object [he Spr 
is talking about, and the lIindividuating function" of the 
deictic is minimal. The object may be already identifiable, 
self·evidently perceptible and immediate, already fore
grounded in the Adr's attention, anticipated on the basis 
of other objects already in mutual focus, inferable from 
the evaluative stance of the Spr, or predictable given the 
field in which the utterance is embedded. Embedding does 
not mechanically determine reference, but it does over
determine it for those interactants who have the right 
habitus. The divination example is especially clear on this 
point, even though the point is more general. By the time 
Don Chabo utters IIthis child/' there is no question as to 
the identity of the object. The divination has been re
quested, the child has been named, the prayers have been 
performed, [he crystal is in his hand, and he and the parent 
are both gazing intently at it. He could equally well have 
used the o' form without any confusion. Indeed, in a 
closely related setting IIsI he does use an 0' form where 
we would have expected a form in a'. The layering of 
situation, setting, Zeigfeld, deictic field, and social em
bedding so thoroughly prepares the ground for reference 
that it is misleading to analyze such utterances as if the 
semiotic function of the deictics were to convey infor· 
mation sufficient to identify a referent, much less to /110

Cate' it. The standard analytic bias toward I/informative
ness" masks the critical fact [hat speakers often engage 
in deic[ic practice not to position objects but to position 
themselves. Rather than only being the target end pOint 
of an intentional arc, the object functions as a landmark 
off which the Spr can position himself. In such cases, 
although the semantic potential of the deictic is still re
alized, the critical vector is not from Spr to Object but 
from Object to Spr. 

The Object relation is crucial, therefore, precisely be
cause deictic reference is a social engagement emergent 
in practice. The standard approaches to indexical refer
ence treat the object as something merely represented 
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or indexed, whereas most of the objects of everyday life 
are highly reflective. They bounce the intentionality 
back at the representation or relay it onto a counterpart, 
which may in tllrn relay it, and so on. In this dynamic, 
the deictic field provides a space of positions and position 
taking in relation to objects and their values in the em
bedding social field. To explore the deietie field is there
fore to explore a special kind of threshold in the fine 
structure of communicative practice, a threshold at once 
individual and social, cognitive and embodied, emergent 
and durable, language and nonlanguagc. 

Comments 

N. J. ENFIELD 

Max-Planck-lnslHUC fUr Psycholinguistik, Postbus 310, 

6500 AH NOmegen, The Netherlands (nick.enfield@ 
mpi.nl). I XI 04 

Grammatical tradition supplies the linguist with neither 
the means nor the motivation to account for the way de
monstratives arc actually used and successfully inter
preted in real life. As Hanks's Yueatcc examples show, the 
inadequacy of traditional distance-based treatments of de
monstratives becomes clear the momcnt one looks at ac
tual usage. Hanks's paper is a welcome illustration of the 
fact that demonstratives operate with respect to distinc
tIons more general than spatial distance (d. Kirsner 1979, 
1993; Wlerzbicka 1980; Himmelmann I996 j Enfield 
l003bl. Part of the problem he is addressing is the dismal 
failurc of modern Itnguistics to acknowledge that the sys
tem of formal distinctions in morphosyntax has StruC
tured relationships with the facts of particular speech sit
uations, relations between interlocutors, and prevailing 
cultural and social Structures. He is showing that these 
structured relations are describable and belong in a com
prehensive description of communicative practice. While 
the problem of indexical reference is tOO easily dismissed 
with a remark such as "Well, that gets worked alit from 
the context," H'll1ks rightly insists that the language-con
text relation occupies a single analytic domain. After all, 
human social action does not observe disciplinary bound
aries. For everyday people, the formulation and deploy
ment of morphosyntactically complex indexical expres
sions and the resolution of their reference are part of a 
unified process of engaging in physically, emotionally, and 
socially situa'cd talk. Hanks's model of embedded fields 
is a significant move tOward explicating the structural 
links between grammar and the physical and social world. 
It holds promise for a coherent integration of language and 
context. 

Worthy of closer investigation in Hanks's account are 
psychological factors leading to recognition of relevance. 
With respect to demonstratives, Clark, Schreuder, and 
Buttrick lI9831 have shown experimentally that resoll!
lion of reference is done not by perceptual or cognitive 
salience alone but by mutual salience for a given set of 

interlocutors. The contextual monitoring required for 
successful deployment and interpretation of demonstra
tives involves a kind of reciprocal awareness. It entails 
taking one's interlocutors' access to the context into con
stant account in planning and assessing the specific de
sign of utterances. 

Hanks acknowledges the importance of gesture and bod
ily movement in communicative practice. I vicw this as 
part of a growing recognition that linguistic anthropology 
needs to tum to a careful working out of the specifics of 
gesture's structural relationship to linguistic utterances 
and to the social and cultural fields that Hanks builds into 
them. A key issue is the structural relation between hand 
gestures and the "linguistic." It is known that gestures 
are in many ways linguistic IMc eill I985, Goldin
Meadow 20031. For example, some gestures-uem· 
blems"-are lexical items, conventional in form and 
meaning and functioning as independent utterances (e.g., 
the middle-finger sign meaning I/Fuck you"J, Other ges
tures-tliconics" and "metaphorics"--{)ccur in tight com
bination with speech, comprising structurally composite 
utterances. Pointing gestures are also integrated with spo
ken utterances, as Hanks notes, but there are many cases 
in which such gestures occur witham speech. Suppose I 
ask, "Have you seen my keys?" and you simply point to 
them without speaking. One might want to argue that 
such a case involves ellipsis, but this would nOt hold for 
prelinguistic infants, for whom the independent pointing 
gesture is a primary communicative tool. One-year-olds 
use finger pointing to perform a range of communicative 
acts, including sharing information (Liszkowski 2004, To
masello 2004J. This is nOt language as we know it, but 
neither is it pure indexicality or some other "natural 
meaning." To understand a child's pointing gesture as hav
ing a meaning of, say, informing, one needs to recognize 
the child's intention to communicate and furthermore to 
"share intentionality" (Tomasello et a1. n.d.l. When a pre
linguistic infant uses a painting gesture to say the equiv
alent of /lit's there" or "Gimme that," all the elements of 
Hanks's structure of embedded fields are in place. This 
may warrant a broadening of what is meant by "language,1I 
giving indexicality a marc central place than many lin
guists may want to acknowledge. It certainly supports a 
morc central placement in the structure of language of 
the kind of model Hanks is developing. 

Hanks shows us why linguistics, anthropology, soci
ology, and psychology are indispensable in an account of 
communicative practice. His article is a masterful re
minder that context can and must be structurally inte
grated within a theory of meaning. 

JOHN B. HAVILAND 

Department of Linguistics and Anthropology, Reed
 
College, 3203 SE Woodstock. Portland, OR 97202,
 
U.S.A. (;ohnh@reed.edu). 1 XII 04 

In this important paper, Hanks solidifies his position as 
our precminent theorist of deixis. Where his previous 
work on Yucatec spatial reference might have been ler



roncously) construed as an elaborate ethnographic ac
count of Maya demonstrative practice, there is no mis
taking his general theoretical aims here. I find especially 
useful his analytical separation and subsequent contras
tive relamination of, first, two highly schematic, austere, 
and rarely juxtaposed frames of reference for talk, the 
Bl.ihlerian spatial field and the conversation-analytic 
space (if we may call it that) of sequential organization, 
and then two socially richer frames of reference for ac
tion, GoHman's "situation II inhabited by "gatherings" or 
persons in minimal copresence and Bourdieu's "field," 
historically and politically constituted and richly pop
ulated. By embedding deictic usage in these superim
posed frames of reference he shows how, despite appar
ently schematic semantics, deictic contrasts can signal 
widely varied, sometimes (apparently) contradictory sit
uations and perspectives on situations. 

One problem, for me, in the analytical juxtaposition 
of these analytically separable frames of reference is that 
each is somewhat caricatured in the process. For ex
ample, Hanks suggests that "native speakers ' common 
sense abom their O\vn language and verbal practices" is 
"absent from both the situation and the Zeigfeld. /l But 
GoHman explicitly defines the neutral copresence of a 
"gathering" by subtracting from it highly structured, se
miotically rich, verbally relevant configurations (such as 
hIS "with"). Thus, the typified understandings of native 
interactants are , in some sense, inherent in the "situa
tional" stage, if only by their suspension for analytical 
purposes. Hanks's own move thus seems exactly parallel 
to Goffman's: the deictic frame is precisely like an empty 
"situation" waiting to be filled. 

I am also somewhat confused by the dual metaphors 
of "embedding" and IIlayering." When a deictic field and 
some other field are juxtaposed, how is one to decide 
which is embedded in which, or whether they are merely 
to be layered together? If the latter, what coincides with 
what? If the former, what are the relations of precedence 
or dominance that govern the embedding? Hanks writes 
that lIeffcctive agents in deictic practice" may "accu
mulate value" but that these are lIadded specifications 
motivated not by deixis as such but by other social fields 
in which it may be embedded." However, in his own 
account of the deictic field there is an essential uinher· 
ent" (i.e., highly naturalizable) power parameter of (po
tentially asymmetric) "access. II Thus, different agents in 
the deictic field may have differential access to referents, 
and this differential access is routinely semanticized in 
the linguistic contrasts available. This sounds like 
"value" to me. (Consider, further, the complexities of 
differential access given by perceptual modalities~ 

blindness, deafness, or supernatural omniscience~pre
slll11ably the products of "embedding.") Hanks is reluc
tant to concede priority to a Zeigfeld-based semantics 
for Yucatec deictics, but his example 32 could be read 
as suggesting just such a priority. The interlocutor's 
"morc careful" second try could be taken as evidence for 
the spatial reading as primary, unmarked, and hence "ba_ 
sic." In a somewhat parallel context, Leslie Devereaux 
and I interpreted the noncommittal Tzotzil Ie 'there' in 
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response to a specific question about somebody's where
abouts~the equivalent of the "habitual association" 
Hanks describes-not as habitual or conventional but as 
maximally and strategically noninformative, hence, "po_ 
lite" in the context of obsessive Tzotzil privacy (Havi
land and Haviland 1983). It relics, precisely, on the un
marked semantics of the system of contrasts of which 
the deictic partakes. 

Finally, Hanks's perspective insistently fills "pure" 
space with conceptual and social complexity. When it 
comes to gesture, however, this complexifying sophis
tication evaporates. In the same crucial example 32, he 
notes that the space-prioritizing second reformulation 
uses a deictic which "usually indexes a performance of 
a gesture" (which, significantly, his "notes are insuffi· 
cient to specify"). He correctly notes that IIwhile both 
indexicaliry and gesture are pervasive in language, ref
erential deictics arc unique in joining the two syste
matically." And yet his few remarks about gesture con
cede to it little of the complex layering and embedding 
shown to characterize spoken deictics. (He docs argue 
that gestured deictics have "directive" force-in fact, 
pOinting gestures carry this directivity on their faces, as 
it were, as well as in their ontogenesis.) The "directive" 
force of deictics, spoken or gestured, extends precisely 
to the fact that they arc non characterizing. Since they 
I/provide virtually no identifying information as the ob
jects picked out," they inherently constitute directives 
to interlocutors to engage in the appropriate inferential 
procedures. Pointing gestures are no less complex than 
their spoken counterparts, and the different morpholo
gies of pointing gestures (Kita 2003) as well as the fre
quently prestructured spaces or places in which they op
erate may parallel both the elaborated paradigmatic 
contrasts and the social complexity in practice of ver
balized deictics. 

Hanks has given us here another example of the best 
sort of linguistic anthropology, and I hope others will 
heed his call to open up research embedding speech in 
"other varieties of practice. II 

SACHIKO IDE 

Japan Women's University, 2-8-1 Me;irodai, Bunkyo
ku, Tokyo II2-868r, lapan (side@lares.dti.ne.;p). 
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Hanks's article is of great importance, indicating as it 
does an area needing further research. He begins his ar
gumentation with Western discussions of the concepts 
of field and situation and develops his own idea of the 
deictic field, convincingly showing that past analyses do 
not do justice to the topic. Although he accepts some of 
the concepts, he finds them wanting in that they do not 
adequately explain such factors as the embedding of the 
Zeigfeld in the broader social context, the socially de
termined roles of the speaker and the addressee, and the 
roles they fulfill in particular situations. These factors 
playa particularly dominant role in high-context lan
guages such as Japanese, where the broader social context 
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is described in terms of background knowledge called 
vvaldnule. Wakimae. a philosophy that can be traced 
back to the seventeenth century, is the speaker's sense 
of place in relation to the addressee and the setting as 
well .1S the sense of the speaker's place in society relevant 
at the moment of speaking. 

It seems that the concept of wakimae could also be 
applied to the interpretation of the data presented in 
Hanks's article. In example 18, Don Chabo uses the 0' 

form when referring to a proximal object. Analyzed ac
cordlllg to the wakimae framework, the choice of the 0' 

encillic could be interpreted as the expression of dis
cernment by the speaker, indicating that he is a dignified 
and poised person. In a similar way, high-status Japanese 
businessmen speak with high honorifics as a way of 
showing wakimae, their sense of place. It is evaluative, 
discerning, and predisposed in a certain way, defined in 
each community by the habitus, as Hanks indicates. 

With the background knowledge of wakimae as a 
frame, the speaker's choice of honorifics, which are so
cial deictic linguistic features, is determined by the ap
propriate interpretation of the context in terms of the 
roles of the participants and/or such concepts as uchi 
and sota (111- and out-group membership). For example, 
addressee honorifics are always present in conversations 
betwccn participams with a sow relationship, and vio
lation of this rule leads to such creative meanings as high 
involvement in the topic of conversation. Conversely, 
the usc of addressee honorifics in conversations between 
people with an uchi relationship marks the speaker's 
attitude as "resentment/l or "formality." It is because of 
thIS interlocking articulation between linguistic forms 
(honorifics as social deictic linguistic featurcsl and the 
contextual deictic field that ordinary deictic practice op
erates dynamically. 

The embedding of the participants and their conver
sation in the context makes most conversations under
standable at a very basic level. A person joining a group 
cilscussion may understand every word that is said and 
stilI nOl understand what the conversation is about. It 
takes lillle in the context with the inreractams to ap
preCiate what is being discussed. By the same token, in 
high-context languages such as Japanese, where subjects, 
objects lespecially when they are personal pronounsl, and 
even verbs (especially copulaj are often suppressed, it is 
only by virtue of the embedding of the conversation that 
the mcaning is clear to the participants or to third par
ties. Rather than looking at the speech event from an 
outside perspective as is the rule when speaking English, 
the speaker must place him- or herself as a factor in the 
cOIHext. For example, UHe is a high-school boy" is the 
translation of "Koutou gakkou I'high school'l no IPOSSI 
gakusei I'student') san Ihonorific titlel yo Isentence-final 
partlclel./I There is no subject jkare = 'he'l and no pred
icate ldesu = 'is'l, but the utterance has an honorific 
nth: indexing the speaker's respectful attitude toward 
the referent la high-school boy) and a sentence-final par
ticle indexing the speaker's kind and informative ori
entation toward the addressee (her sister, who docs not 
have this information I. 

It therefore seems appropriate to posit the object re
lation as crucial, as Hanks says, "precisely because deic
tic reference is a social engagement emergent in prac
tice." By expanding the area of investigation beyond the 
individual to the social, cultural, and even nonlanguage 
frame, Hanks has pointed the way towards necessary 
research for understanding language at a deeper level. 
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Hanks explores the deictic field, focusing on language 
and other semiotic systems. My own work on commu
nication between monkeys and humans deals with non
verbal semiotic systems. Since speech is not involved, 
the deictic field involved in monkey-human communi· 
cation is composed of II) the positions of the monkey 
and the human, 121 the position of objects referred to in 
the communication (e.g., a jar with a lid that screws on 
and off, pieces of apple or sweet potato, or a camera). and 
[3l the gestures, sounds, body orientation, etc., through 
which the former indicate the latter in communication. 

In my research, the relative positions of the monkey 
and the human seem to influence the monkey'S imita
tion of the human. In a position facing the right-handed 
human researcher, monkeys generally used their left 
hand, the one facing the hand used by the researcher. 

The positions of objects referred to in the communi
cation also influenccd the monkey's responses in some 
studies. When food for them was present, the monkeys 
immediately pointed to it, but when it was not present 
they demonstrated the model of the behavior they had 
been taught to imitate. (Then the researcher gave them 
food from a concealed location.) 

The gestures, sounds, body orientation, etc., through 
which monkey and human indicate objects and models 
of action are more complex. Here memory and antici
pation as well as relations of possession and habitual 
engagement between participants and objects come into 
play. For example, one monkey did not imitate my model 
of clapping. However, several days later, when I gave him 
a different action to imitate, he suddenly clapped and 
then imitated the new action J had just shown him. 
Clearly, his memory was a factor in the deictic field. 

Once a monkey got tired of extending his arm in our 
pointing activity and tried to use other actions he had 
already learned instead, touching his hand to his nose or 
clapping. He looked at my eyes to see if he was successful 
in changll1g the activity, and when I ignored him he gave 
up and returned to the pointing activity. He and other 
monkeys would also suddenly demonstrate previously 
learned actions when there was no food visible and they 
wanted some. 

The monkey-human deictic field, like thar described 
by Hanks, "orients attention, effectively converting 
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sheer copresence imo a social act of individuated refer
ring. This conversion may involve memory and antici
pation ... as well as relations of possession and habitual 
engagement between participants and objects." Monkeys 
did not respond in the same way to a researcher they 
knew and to one strange to them. They had gotten used 
to me and were to longer afraid of me. They came near 
me, touched my arm, or made sounds when they were 
with me. With a researcher they did not know, they per
formed the painting and imitation I had taught them but 
did not go near the person, touch him or her in a friendly 
way, or utter sounds. Instead, they pushed the person 
away if he or she came toO near or even bit the person. 
If I was present, too, a monkey would look at me before 
performing the pointing or the imitation of the stranger. 

The emotional component of social relationships can 
be a factor III the monkey-human deictic field. When a 
monkey scratched the table in the direction of the object 
to which he was supposed to be pointing, I became an
noyed. I raised my voice and scolded him. JlYou are 
wrong! That is not pointing. Look at my painting. Look!" 
The monkey became afraId because my voice was raised. 
He pointed properly at twO objects, but the other was 
near me. He was afraid to extend his arm there, although 
I had never hit him. Gradually, he began to relax. I did 
not raise my voice again, and he regained his confidence 
and then moved his hand toward the object near me. 

Monkeys show anticipation of human actions. In a 
break between training sessions, I was reading aloud 
from a journal article I was preparing. The monkey 
closed his eyes. From time to time, he opened his eyes 
and glanced at my eyes. Several times he reached over 
and turned the pages I had not yet read, as though check
ing to see how many there were. Then, apparently re
signed to my continuing to read, he closed his eyes again. 

Speech is not involved in the monkey-human deictic 
field, but sounds are. One monkey sometimes greeted 
me with a sound. When I repeated the sound, he made 
eye contact with me and repeated the sound. Another 
monkey would utter a sound when f said his name but 
not when I said other words. 

The monkey-human deictic field is far less complex 
than that of humans, but it includes positions of Speaker, 
Addressee, and object, body orientation, gestures, and 
sounds, and memory, anticipation, and emotions playa 
role. 

ALAN RUMSEY 

Depnrtmenr of Anrhropology, Research School of 
Pacific and Asian Studies, AlJstralian National 
University, Canberra, ACT 0200, Australia (aJr@ 
coombs.aml.edu.au). 1 XI 04 

This article builds interestingly upon previous arguments 
by Hanks (e.g., 1990, 1966cl abollt the relational character 
of verbal deixis and the need for an approach which treats 
it both as a systematic aspect of language and as situated 
social practice. In particular, Hanks here elaborates on his 
long· held view that the deictic field "cannot be reduced 
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to any set of would-be objective dimensions such as spatial 
contiguity" (Hanks 1992:]0). Two of the mOSt innovative 
and valuable aspects of the article are II) the kinds of 
empirical evidence Hanks adduces in relation to this 
claim and III the way he develops the distinction between 
interactionist and spatialist background pictures as a the
oretical context in which his arguments about spatial con
tiguity can be taken as a test case. 

Hard-core "spatialists" will no doubt find bones to 

pick with Hanks's argument for the overall defeasibility 
of spatial aspects of the deictic field. Since the examples 
he uses are isolated ones chosen specifically for this pur
pose rather than, say, a random sample from among all 
the deictic expressions occurring in a given textual cor
pus, it could be questioned whether they are adequately 
representative. Even in the data he adduces there is onc 
example-example 32, line 3-in which, on Hanks's own 
account, spatial factors "trump" relevant non-spatial 
ones. Thus it may be an overstatement to claim that 
other aspects of the deictic field are, categorically, "more 
basic" than spatial ones. More solidly supported is 
Hanks's conclusion that lithe selection and understand
ing of deictics relies on the simultaneous articulation of 
space, perception, discourse, commonsense and mutual 
knowledge, anticipation, and the framework of partici
pation in which Sprs and Adrs orient to one another. Any 
one of these factors can provide the basis for deictic con
strual according to the demands of the ongoing relevance 
structure in which it is produced." 

Regarding Hanks's typology of tlbackground pictures," 
the alignment it presupposes-spatialism : objectivism 
: : interactionism : subjectivism-does accurately char
acterize the predominant approaches taken to these mat
ters by linguists, but this is not a necessary alignment, 
as is shown by Hanks's own work and a long anthro
pological tradition going back at least as far as Evans
Pritchard's (1940) treatment of the soeial"valuation" of 
space (and time) among the uer. Hanks is certainly 
right that it is erroneous to treat space as the only di
mension to which the deictic forms respond systemat· 
ically or the one from which all others derive. But if that 
be "spatialism," then I think it is important not to con
cede "space" to the "spat ialists." What is really wrong 
with such a view is not the importance that it accords 
to the spatial but its objectivist treatment of space as a 
pre-social given from which everything else about deixis 
derives. Instead, as is demonstrated in detail by Hanks 
(1990, 1996c), the space of dcictic fields is always already 
socially construed, and acts of deixis figure crucially in 
its reproduction and transformation. This being the case, 
the proper antidote to "spatialism" is not a demotion of 
spatial considerations per se but, as Hanks says, tl a dif
ferent idea of space, a better theory of how it is integrated 
with nonspatial aspects of context, and a more thorough 
treatment of the social embedding of the deictic field." 

Here Hanks chooses to demonstrate this through a 
single case study from Yucatec Mayan, but, as he realizes 
jcf. Hanks 19921, arguments as general in scope as 
these-pertaining as they do to a feature of "all human 
languages"-also call for assessment in comparative 
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terms. The available evidence for this is limited, since 
most existing accounts of deictic systems in the lin
guistic literature give scant attention to non-spatially 
based uses of the relevant dcictic terms even where they 
are acknowledged to occur. But there are exceptions. In 
a comparative, text-based study of the use of demon
strative pronouns in five languages, Himmelmann (1996) 
takes accout of all their uses and agrees with Hanks that 
"an account of actually occurring uscs is not possible in 
terms of speaker, hearer, and physical utterance situation 
alone. Instead, the context for seemingly straightforward 
situational uses is as complicated as the context for other 
uses and involves interactional as well as cultural knowl
edge" Ip. 223). This is consistent with Merlan and Jacq's 
recem (2004) conclusions concerning the Australian Ab
original language Jawoyn and with aspects of Diessel's 
(I999b) study based on a comparison of the uses of de
monstratives in 85 other languages from around the 
world. Therefore, although the matter calls for further 
comparative study, it seems likely that the patterns 
which Hanks has brilliantly revealed in this article are 
indeed generic to language and human social life as such. 

MICHAEL SILVERSTEIN 

Department of Anthropology, University of Chicago, 
1126 E. 59th St., Chicago, IL 60637, U.S.A. (m· 
silverstein@uchicago.edu). 29 XI 04 

Hanks's l'Explorations" places Yucatec Mayan deictic 
denotation in a discursive field between two contem
porary theoretical traditions, one characterized as "spa
tialist" and the other as "interactionalisL" (These terms 
serve to index, broadly, the work of the Max-Planck
Institut fOr Psycholinguistik [see n. 61 and that of Coff
man and conversation analysis [see nn. 7, 9, 10, I2].) 
Representing these accounts as opposed essentializing 
commitments to the deictic location of talk and its ob
jects literally in dimensionalized space verSUS as posi
tionalities relationally projected from the state of con
versational activity, Hanks intends here to mediate and 
blend thcm. The tertium quid invoked for these purposes 
is Bourdieu's "(social) field." This concept, once stripped 
of its linkage (in Bourdieu's own works) to a questionable 
market metaphor, posits implicit yet institutionalized 
ways of framing discursive interaction involving not 
merely individuals' sensorial cognitions but their sta
tllses as intentional social beings with perduring macro
sociological interests in micro-contextual outcomes. 

We can therefore take Hanks's paper as a further ar· 
gument for the necessary dialectical bridging of the (mi
cro-)contextual and (macro-)sociocultural in any account 
of interaction's emergent trajectory and consequential 
outcome. Indeed, work professing to study the "contex
tualization" of language has too often construed "context" 
in overly microscopic terms, inviting social scientific cri
tique of its irrelevance to issues of more global concern. 
And many social scientific approaches to "practice" have 
rested on vague presumptions of the transparency of 
"mere" communicative practice to their readings of what 

goes on when people interact. These have prompted dis
dain from connoisseurs of the real-time textual subtleties 
of games people play. Yet Hanks's presentation of deixis 
seems itself to be situated on the somewhat narrow terrain 
of denotational deixis between twO schools of microsco
pists whose characteristic data are lexical paradigms and 
single utterance-turns. What seems problematic from this 
view may not seem so to those both within linguistic 
anthropology and beyond who have become "bridgers" 
both in-and of-word and deed. 

As denotational forms, to be sure, deictics primordially 
contribute to the descriptive capacity of language. But 
Hanks's critical examples of deixis beyond mere "spa
tiality" reveal how language functions as semiotic action 
in the more generalized realm of indexical-that is, con
text-projecting-but not specifically denotational sign 
value. To be sure, actual deictic grammatical categories 
such as the Yucatec ones surveyed have a salience among 
indexical functions not only for analysts of language but 
for native users as well (see Hanks 1993, Lucy 1993, 
Silverstein 2001 [1981]). That is why there are transcon
textual-and in this sense IIdecontextualized"-defaults 
(or "unmarked" pragmatic values) for the specifically 
spatial denotational meanings of deictic forms as these 
enter into systematic paradigms of contrast. So much is 
this so that one might at first be tempted to read all 
indexical functions of language as determinate ('meta
phors" of spatial deixis. 

But, as Hanks's examples indicate, excepting a few 
idiomatic lexicalized frozen forms, there are no unique 
and decontextual normative mappings to or from social 
space as such. In the COurse of interaction a determinate 
intersubjective sense that one or more social spaces is 
being indexically invoked as the relevant "field" emerges 
only gradually over the course of segments of actual dis
cursive-interactional time longer than the single utter
ance-turn jsee, e.g., Keane I997:94-2.2.3i Manning 200Ii 
Matoesian 200Ii Sawyer T997, 2001, 2oo3i Silverstein 
T998, 2003, 2004i Wortham 1994, 1997, 200Ta, b). 

It is of course a truism that indexicality as such im
poses a radical topology, in any number of dimensions, 
onto whatever is the "surround" of an indexical sign 
Ihence its iconic figuration by the pointing arrow or "in
dex" finger). It is also a truism that deictics are forms 
that contribute to denotation by mapping such radially 
structured schematizations of the communicative situ
ation into the very plane of reference and predication, 
imposing on the denoted one or more structured radi
alities of role relations (linguistic category: "person"), of 
loclls of referent with respect to role structure (linguistic 
category: "spatial deixis"), of locus of predicated event 
interval with respect to interval event of communication 
(linguistic category: "tense"), of prior communicative or 
perceptual role inhabitance of current sender of message 
(linguistic category: "evidentiality"J, etc. But, once we 
discern these saliently "core" or grammaticopragmatic 
domain-defining structural categories, we can go on to 
see that their use in the indexicality of actual discourse 
is far wider than their respective core conceptual do
mains such as are projected by default into denotation. 



Nondcictics, that is, nonindexical (strictly semantic) 
dcnotational forms, such as English II • •• screen in front 
2.! ..." always occur morphosyntactically linked in their 
respective referring or predicating phrases to deictics, 
that is, indexicallstrictly pragmatic! denotationals, such 
as English "this ... me" lstrucwrally intercalated with 
the preceding), allowing elements strictly of langue to 
be, lhereby, mapped into parole-to appear as the co
hesIve lextual form of IIwhat we say" when we com
municate. Systems of deictics are opportunistically used 
to structure ongoing mformation in imersubjective space 
so as to make it indexically effective in projecting rele
vam social "fields," that is, in allowing communicators 
to accomplish effective social actions with words. By 
laying Out information in the very space-time of discur
sive acts, deictics figuratively array the information with 
the givens of the communication situation. Through 
such a "poetics of deixis" in addition to the franker po
etics of orderliness in discourse, identities are projected, 
stances taken in respect of social activities, etc. I have 
attempted a summarizmg synthesis of JUSt how this is 
accomplished in a recem CA paper lSilverstcin 2004/. 

Reply 

WllllA.1\1 F. HA~KS 

Berkeley, Calif., U.S A. r5 xu 04 

It IS gratifying to receive such generous responses and to 
be read by thIs group of scholars, all of whom understand 
the paper and have captured its aims. Several note lim
It,ltions in the paper: that it is focused on "a narrow 
terrain of denotational deixis" (Silverstein), that there is 
relatively little attention to gesture and speech-gesture 
relations (Haviland, EnfIeldj, and that it assumes a rel
atively physicalist understanding of space (RumseyJ. All 
of thcsc observations are true but not all for the same 
reason. The paper deliberately focuses on practices of 
referring, mostly mundane. There 3re several reasons for 
this: although deictics arc polyfunctional, their contri
bution to referring is at the heart of their structure and 
usc. To study deixis is necessarily to study the practices 
III which people make reference. While the term "social 
dcixis" is used productively in the literature to designate 
non referential aspects of deixis, I have eschewed this 
usage in favor of a more restrictlve one: "deixis" is that 
variety of referring in which .lD object is denoted ac
cording to its relation to an indexical ground. This is a 
more restrictive definition because social indexicality 
runs the gamut from regional accent to honorificatioll, 
whereas referential deixis is a "shUter." The narrow def
inition best captures what is distinctive about the phe
nomcnon. The referential values of deictics have also 
been subject to more sustained cross-linguistic analysis 
than other kinds of indexicality, and the centrality of 
reference to such phenomena as conversational inference 
and semantics gives It a special cross-disciplinary sali-
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ence. Therefore the focus is narrow, by design. There is 
little controversy regarding the existence of nonrefer
ential indexicality, whereas there is real disagreement 
over the basis of referential deixis. My aim was to take 
the lessons of "social deixis" straight to the heart of 
referential deixis, in effect to show that even mundane 
referring is shot full of social context in ways unforeseen 
by either spatialism or interactionism. In arguing this, I 
am granting relative centrality to referential features of 
language but denying that those features can be analyzed 
apart from the social worlds in which they function. 
Hence, my perspective is that of a linguistiC anthropol
ogist already convinced of the importance of indexicality 
and committed to generalizing it to the bare bones of 
singular definite reference. 

The relative paucity of gestural analysis is a fair cri
tique. Enfield is right in pointing to the slow turning 
toward gesture for many of us, with some notable ex
ceptions including Haviland, who has made important 
contributions to the topic. Haviland is also correct in 
reminding us that gestures, referential or not, may be 
JUSt as complex as words, something he has himself dem
onstrated. lIn the electronic edition of this issue I offer 
video data as a promissory nOte for future work.] In any 
case, a better treatment of gesture would improve the 
argument, bur I do not think it would not change the 
nature of the challenge for a language-centered analysis, 
which must come lO grips with the morphosyntactic 
facts of deictic expressions. It is also true, as Rumsey 
notes, that the most basic problem with the spatialist 
view is not the privileging of space but the reification of 
space, a line of critique familiar to ethnographers. Here 
too, rather than expand the terms to a more inclusive 
usage, the paper aims to take the standard spatia list po
sition at its word and demonstrate that, for a language 
like Maya, it is futile in its own terms. If the argument 
succeeds, then the importance of non referential index
icality, nonverbal gesture, and nonphysical space will all 
be sustained, but they cannot be treated as supplements 
to the main business of denotation; they are at the very 
core of denotational practice. 

Ide relates what I have called "construal" to what she 
calls "discernment" within the scope of the Japanese 
philosophy of w{jkimae. This is an excellent comparison 
consistent with the aims of the paper. Wakimae desig
nates the Spr's sense of place relative to an Adr and rel
ative to the social setting. This dual orientation is also 
present in deixis, through what I called "embedding." At 
the same time, wakimae is actualized in the Spr's ful
filling expectations so as to produce "harmony," whereas 
the analogous values for Maya Sprs would be centered 
on legitimacy and what I briefly described as the ethic 
of reference: in uttering a deictic, the Spr expresses a 
commitment to the existence and accessibility of the 
object, and in felicitous (d. harmonious/ usage the com
mitment is fulfilled. Ide is precisely correct in suggesting 
that the omission of arguments and the copula in Japa
nese illustrates the role of embedding, since it is only in 
the context of embedding that the corresponding infor
mation is recoverable. Hence even lean literal meaning 
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depends upon context beyond language. Finally, J am 
grateful that Ide has picked up on the importance of the 
Object: this is a rich topic for future research in linguistic 
anthropology (cf. Silverstein's comment). As is pointed 
Out by both Ide and Enfield, a central aim of the paper 
is to open up an area for future work and show how the 
research can be conducted. There are alternatives to the 
received paradigms, and while referential practices are 
very subtle, they are tractable to empirical study so long 
as we ask the right questions. 

Rumsey and Haviland both question the status of ex
ample 32 as evidence that "space/! is not the basis of 
Maya deictic distinctions. My point is that physical 
space may be the key factor in some utterances, but it 
depends upon what is most relevant in the deictie field 
at the moment of utterance. Space is subordinate to rel
evance. When Lol reverts to a spatial reference in the 
example, I think it is because he judges this to be the 
parameter most accessible to me, not because space is 
linguistically unmarked or semantically basic. Rumsey 
and Enfield call for more comparative research. As they 
say, it is critical that such research be cut loose from the 
debilitating assumptions of traditional spatialisll1, and 
Enfield is right to call for closer collaboration with psy
chology. Silverstein's synthesis of the paper frOll1 his 
uniquely semiotic perspective is accurate, and the ref
erences he suggests are most appreciated. JUSt as the nar
rowness he cites was deliberate, so is the austere jux
taposition of frameworks, which Haviland finds 
somewhat caricatured. The objective is surely not to mis
represent these frameworks but to strip them to their 
minima in order to sharpen contrasts and force questions 
of integration. Haviland is probably correct in saying that 
'Iaccess" is a power parameter l and this suggests that the 
argument of the paper should be pushed even farther in 
future "lork. 

Finally, Kumashiro's use of the framework to analyze 
human-monkey interactions is fascinating and indicates 
a direction for future work foreshadowed in Enfield's call 
for developmental psychology. Both make the provoca· 
tive suggestion that rudiments of the deictie field arc 
prclinguistie. Like human infants, monkeys point, mon
itor mutual attention via gaze, and evidently track 
other's intentionality. The terse illustration of how mon
keys usc the participant positions, body orientation, ges
tures, sounds, memory, and anticipation points toward 
a basic question for all of us: What difference does lan
guage make? I thank all the commentators for their gen
erative contributions and CA for making them happen. 
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